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Diwali Programmes
19th Oct, 2014 (Sun)- 5.00 p.m.

Healthy Baby Contest 
In Shrimat Anandashram Hall, Talmakiwadi
for babies below 3 years
3 groups- below 1 year, 1-2 years & 2-3 years

21st Oct 2014  (Tue) – 8.00 p.m. 

Story Telling Competition 
In Shrimat Anandashram Hall, Talmakiwadi
Categories : Below 5 yrs,
Between 5   & 8 yrs.,   Between 8 & 12 yrs. 
Between 12 & 16 yrs 

Devotional Music Competition 
Categories : Below 8 yrs., Between 8 & 16 yrs
Above 16 yrs.; Senior Citizens

22nd Oct. 2014 (Wed) – 8.00p.m. 

Comedy Drama “Ek Ashilo Rayu”
On Talmakiwadi Lawns      Directed by Dr. Chandrashekhar Shenoy
Kalakar – Kedar Mavinkurve, Salil Kulkarni, Devrai Shanbhag, Suresh Kini, Hari Mani 
Shanbhag, Harish Chandavar, Chandrashekhar Shenoy, Kushalata Hegde, Vaishnavi Mahale, 
Keshav Puranik

23rd Oct. 2014 (Thurs) – 8.00 p.m.

Musical Evening 
On Talmakiwadi Lawns  - Music Competition with professional accompanists 

24th Oct. 2014 (Fri.) – 8.00 p.m.

Variety Entertainment by Kids and Youths
On Talmakiwadi Lawns

25th Oct. 2014 (Sat) – 8.00 p.m.
Fancy Dress Competition
For various age groups
On Talmakiwadi Lawns

Shivshankar D Murdeshwar  Dilip P Sashital
Hon. Secretary Jt. Hon. Secretary, Socials
 & Public Relations

Examination Results – 2014

Kaivalya Ravindra 
Nadkarni – Mumbai  

89.85 % (12th)

Mahima Anilkumar 
Baindur – Mumbai 

 88 % (10th)

Soumya Durgesh  
Koppikar – Mumbai  

75.6% (B.E.)

Praveen J Nadkarni  
Bangalore – 89.67 %

(12th )

Priya J. Nadkarni  
Bangalore - CGPA 

(B.E.) 9.83
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From the 
President’s Desk ....

In life, you may at times have to deal with a huge annoyance amid something that is other-
wise enjoyable. Acceptance… is what will see you through. Use your powers of concentration 
to focus on what’s good about your situation and accept what you can’t change.

Don’t lose your temper over some small offense or problem. Try to approach things in a relaxed 
way without getting too wound up about any problems that occur. Ignore the urge to blame 
others for any misfortune. Don’t get into arguments or say things which you may later regret.

If a small mistake from your past has evolved into a difficult memory, forgive yourself and 
let it go. Extreme pressure over a long period of time may transform coal into diamonds but 
intense pressure isn’t good for human beings. Accept what is, let go of what was and have faith 
in what will be.

There’s so much grace in acceptance. It is not an easy concept. But if you embrace it, you’ll 
find more peace then you ever imagined. Acceptance means embracing what is, rather than 
wishing for what is not. When we accept difficult realities, we are able to discover whatever 
positive feelings and experiences may be possible in that situation. We find ourselves more at 
peace and able to experience life more deeply. Acceptance is all about, learning how to tell the 
difference between what we can change and what we cannot.

Acceptance of our faults and the faults of others helps us to be patient and to avoid hurtful 
kinds of criticism or judgment. By accepting faults we become more able to trust and celebrate 
strengths. Acceptance... surely and steadily leads to ability to live a fruitful life because it cre-
ates space for insight and understanding. Stop for a moment and try to accept things as they 
are. According to Psychologists, adopting an attitude of acceptance can neutralize unpleasant 
experiences and transform them into pleasant ones.

An elderly woman and her little grandson, whose face was sprinkled with bright freckles, 
spent the day at the zoo. Lots of children were waiting in line to get their cheeks painted by a 
local artist who was decorating them with tiger paws. “You’ve got so many freckles, there’s no 
place to paint!” a girl in the line said to the little fella. Embarrassed, the little boy dropped his 
head. His grandmother knelt down next to him. “I love your freckles. When I was a little girl 
I always wanted freckles,” she said, while tracing her finger across the child’s cheek. “Freckles 
are beautiful.” The boy looked up, “Really?” “Of course,” said the grandmother. “Why, just 
name me one thing that’s prettier than freckles.” The little boy thought for a moment, peered 
intensely into his grandma’s face and softly whispered, “Wrinkles.”

Accept life as it is served to you, freckles or wrinkles notwithstanding; and remember that, 
life can’t promise pure happiness, but everything would be better if you learn to accept the 
things you can’t change.

Suresh S. Hemmady
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FOR INFORMATION OF MEMBERS

We have published the  following Tender  Notice  in two newspapers namely 
1) Lokmat (Nashik City plus district) & 2) Times of India (Nashik City plus district)  
on 18th September, 2014 for the redevelopment of KSA NASHIK HOLIDAY HOME  

The Tender Notice is also uploaded on our website: www.kanarasaraswat.in

 Hon Secretary Chairman Jt Hon Secrtary for NHH
 Rajaram Pandit Shivshankar Murdeshwar Kishore Surkund

Messages for Deepavali
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May the joy, cheer, mirth and merriment of this divine festival surround you forever...
May this auspicious festival of lights... bring a world of sparkling joy and contentment 
for you and may the glow of prosperity and happiness… illuminate your days in the 
year ahead. 
Here’s wishing, that you attain success and bliss… with every light that is lit…. 
during this auspicious festival.

Happy Diwali!!!

Suresh Hemmady, President, Kanara Saraswat Association

There has  been a sea change in the Country this year with B.J.P having won a ma-
jority of seats in the Parliament and a progressive Prime Minister like Mr Modi at 
the helm of Govt. One hopes and prays that the rest of India becomes as progressive 
and prosperous as Gujarat  which he was heading as the Chief Minister for almost a 
decade. One also hopes  that he succeeds in eradicating poverty and hardships of the 
poor people in the Country and makes their Deepavali this year and in the years to 
come a true festival of lights. Wishing all the readers of K.S.A a joyous and prosperous 
Deepavali and a happy new year.  

Geeta V Yennemadi, Vice President, KSA

“May the divine light of Deepawali kindle new dreams, fresh hopes and undiscovered 
avenues, spreading peace, prosperity & good health in your life.
May the supreme light enlighten you in body, mind and soul.

Best wishes on Diwali and New year.”

Kanchan Sujir, President, Saraswat  Mahila  Samaj, Gamdevi

“As We Walk The Path Of Life, 
May The Lights of Diwali Dance like Fire Flies,
Leading Us From Darkness To Light,
I wish you all a Happy Diwali & a Prosperous New Year

Neeta Kiran Yadery, Vice President, Saraswat  Mahila  Samaj, Gamdevi

Messages for Deepavali
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Hearty felicitations to our beloved Vahini Sumitra Sadanand Dhareshwar 
(nee Mohini Pandurang Kadle) on her 75th Birthday on 13th October 2014. 

1st Birthday of twin Angels on 22nd August 2014
(L to R) Milind Bhat, Sailee, Swara and Maitrayee Bhat (nee Surekha Kulkarni)

Best wishes from
Mrudula Kulkarni (Grand Mother)
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Hearty felicitations to our beloved Vahini Sumitra Sadanand Dhareshwar 
(nee Mohini Pandurang Kadle) on her 75th Birthday on 13th October 2014. 

From: 
Dhareshwars, Balwallys, Bhatkals, Kadles, Karnads, Savurs, Balses, Pandits, Garates,  

Kaikinis, Shirurs, Vaknallis (Rao), Uniyals
Love from your grandchildren: Aryan, Ira, Arjun And Vihaan and loved ones and Well-wishers

Tel No: 08312495162

We pray to 
our Kuldevata (Sri Mangesh - Mahalakshmi), 

Lord Bhavanishankar and Chitrapur Guruparampara 
for your long, healthy and happy life on your  

75th Birthday. 
You have always been an anchor of our family. With 
your cheerful nature, you always bring a smile on our 

faces. Your hard-work and endless sacrifices have 
made our family happy and prosperous. 

We feel very blessed to have you in our lives.

1st Birthday of twin Angels on 22nd August 2014
(L to R) Milind Bhat, Sailee, Swara and Maitrayee Bhat (nee Surekha Kulkarni)

Best wishes from
Mrudula Kulkarni (Grand Mother)
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor, It is a pleasure to walk into any 
branch of SVC - the customer service is impeccable. 
It is heartening to read that the bank has gained 
the recognition it has long deserved. The Lokmat 
Banking, Financial Services & Insurance Awards 
made the right choice! SVC is indeed the ‘Best Co-
operative Bank’ we have known. Congratulations!

The KS is also improving by leaps and bounds. 
Every article starting with the inspiring message from 
the President’s Desk, right down to the last page has 
its own individual appeal. Congratulations to the 
entire team.

This time, the cover was an additional surprise - 
colourful and refreshingly different; a visual delight. 
Congratulations to Atharva Rao,  the young prize-
winning photographer! We wish him increasing 
success in all his ventures....

 Savitri Babulkar, Santacruz West, Mumbai

Dear Editor, While I am extremely grateful to you 
for publishing two of my obituary articles on Mohan 
Nadkarni and Sushila Rani Patel, there have been the 
following omissions which I wish to set right.

1. Kanara Saraswat has often remembered Mohan 
and it  gave him a premier position by dedicating 
the Directory of Chitrapur Saraswat Musicians & 
Dancers to him on Guru Poornima Day on July 
11,2006 in Karla. Perhaps no other person was 
thus honoured. His Holiness Shrimat Sadyojat 
Shankarashram Swamiji had kindly released this 
Directory. It was truly a grand function.

2. I wrote the article on the spur of the moment 
and few mistakes have crept in. Mohan Nadkarni’s 
date of birth is September 22 not August 22. I had 
given the title to my article as “Mohan Nadkarni 
my Guru, Mentor no more” which was corrected as 
“Mohan Nadkarni-Lover and Critic of Hindustani 
Classical Music”. This does not convey my feelings 
appropriately.

3. I had suggested the title “Death strikes again... 
Now it is Sushila Rani” for the article on Sushila Rani 
Patel. However the title was changed to “Singer Par 
Excellence Sushila Rani Baburao Patel”. I feel this 
may not be quite apt. The reason is as follows - as 
Baburao Patel prevented her from singing publicly, 
she did not get a chance to improve her public 

performances despite her wonderful grooming. So 
she began her public recitals at the age of 65 when 
normally singers think of retirement! Thus she craved 
for public support till the end. That is 30 odd years!

Prakash Burde, Mumbai

Dear Editor, Sub: Mohan Nadkarni – Lover and 
Critic of Hindustani Classical Music

I must thank Shri Prakash Burde for the interesting 
and informative article on the great music lover and 
critic Mohan Nadkarni. I had couple of occasions 
to interact with him years back while he was in 
Pune. He had narrated many interesting anecdotes 
that happened during his listening to great Masters. 
However a very important factor that helped him 
to meet deadlines of papers which carried his music 
reviews was his wife. She had been a stenographer 
(having worked in Syndicate Bank) before marriage. 
Immediately after listening to a programme he would 
dictate the review and his wife would reproduce it 
without a single error!

I also had a very close encounter with Sushila Rani 
Patel during the “Saraswat Meet” held at Mangalore 
many years back- her graceful presence added to the 
Konkani Meet.

It was also interesting to know about Shri Suresh 
L Kati, as to how many jobs he had to do before 
he joined Atomic Energy Dept. Bhanaps should be 
proud of his being honoured by Govt. of India with 
a Life Time Achievement Award in 2007 – better 
late than never.

It is really nice to see variety of articles to suit 
all age group appear in “Kanara Saraswat” and the 
Editorial Team has to be congratulated on this count. 
Kindly keep the good show.

Shivshankar N Surkund.

Dear Editor, I read with great interest Suman 
Shirali’s article titled “Right Decision”  which appears 
in the September edition of your monthly magazine. 
I totally identified with her as we have just gone 
through an almost identical situation since the last 
6-7 months. We had been well settled in Pune and at 
present every day-to-day requirement was available 
just outside the main gate. We had almost stopped 
using vehicles as most things were at walkable 
distance.

In February on our visit to our son’s place the 
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thought of moving close to his house germinated 
and very soon we were able to sell our property in 
Pune, buy another within walking distance from his 
house and move to the place. Incidentally our grand 
daughter is also 11 years old. The new house is smaller 
but newer with modern amenities/ infrastructure than 
our older one.

 By the Grace of God our move, though sudden, 
was pretty smooth if you ignore the normal hurdles 
of setting things in place at our age(75 and 70 ). We 
had moved my parents close to my place when they 
were older making it difficult for them to adjust. This 
prompted our son and daughter in law to suggest 
we move while we are physically fit. We are already 
feeling we made the right decision as there have been 
several occasions in just a fortnight when we have 
had to rush to their place to help out.

It appears this trend is only likely to snowball as 
the younger generation cannot change residence 
on account of jobs/schooling of children. By living 
independently the older people are fitter than if they 
live with the children under one roof. God Bless 
Suman Shirali.

 Sheila Rao (Mudbidri)

 Dear Editor, India is now Asia’s third largest 
economy but 40% of its over 1.2 billion people do not 
have a bank account. This leaves them dependent on 
moneylenders and other such informal avenues where 
the rates of interest charged are usurious. It also gives 
rise to the possibility of government subsidies not 
reaching the intended beneficiaries due to wastage 
/ corruption.

 With this backdrop, the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan 
Yojana launched on 28 August 2014 is an excellent 
initiative to encourage economically weaker sections 
of the population to open bank accounts. Coming 
as it does with added benefits of a life insurance 
cover of Rs. 30000/-, an accident insurance cover of 
Rs. 1 lakh, a RuPay enabled debit card and eligibility 
for Rs. 5000/- overdraft facility after 6 months of 
satisfactory operation of the bank account, it is not 
surprising that about 1.5 crore new accounts were 
opened on 28 August itself. It is likely that in due 
course, insurance companies, banks, mutual funds 
etc. may design specific financial products that 
address the needs of the poor and low income groups 
and truly extend financial inclusion to the remotest 

villages of the country.
 Though the scheme has received wide 

publicity, many from the lower economic strata 
may still not be aware of it. We can do our bit by 
ensuring that we encourage all those working for 
us - drivers, domestic help, watchmen, lift operators, 
janitorial staff, newspaper /milk delivery boys, car 
cleaners, peons in the society office and so on - to 
open bank accounts and in fact, pay their salaries by 
cheque or electronic transfer so that they get used to 
operating their bank accounts, debit cards etc. 

Gokul Manjeshwar, Santacruz

Dear Editor, The Times of India Mumbai edition 
dated August 27, 2014 carried a news item titled 
“Over  2 lakh flats remain unsold due to demand 
- supply gap”.  Quoting from the India Real Estate 
Outlook report of a leading property consultant, it 
said that:

- demand in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region 
(MMR) during the January - June 2014 period had 
dropped by a whopping 25% as compared to the 
corresponding previous period.

- Unsold inventory in South Mumbai will take 4.5 
years to sell.

- Unsold inventory in Central Mumbai will take 
almost 4 years to sell.

- Unsold inventory in the Western suburbs will 
take over 3 years to sell.

 Any cooperative society or property owner 
in MMR (readers in other locations may check 
the situation in their respective property 
markets) evaluating   redevelopment needs to take 
note of the above. Redevelopment at this juncture 
could mean:

- not being able to get buyers for the free sale FSI 
and  the  fund strapped developer ( whether the 
society/owner if self development is proposed   or a 
builder appointed for the purpose)  not being able  to 
complete the project / pay for transit rentals etc. due 
to funds constraint. 

- cooperative society members or the owner not 
realising the full profit potential of redevelopment 
since demand for property is weak and prices are flat 
or necessitate discounts/ freebies.

 Gokul Manjeshwar, Santacruz

Dear Editor, I congratulate Mr. Suresh Hemmady, 
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Chairman SVC Bank and his team for the new logo 
which is innovative and inspires growth, dynamism 
and excellence. I am sure SVC Bank will reach the 
pinnacle of success as a leading Co-operative Bank 
of India with international branches. Under the 
Chairmanship of Mr. Suresh Hemmady SVC Bank 
will have dynamism & excellence in the Co-operative 
Banking Sector.

My Best Wishes to the Chairman and all the 
employees of SVC Bank.

Shyam G. Nagarmat

Dear Editor, Shri Pramod Hattiangady has sent 
in the July issue of Kanara Saraswat, his appreciative 
remarks on my article “T T G- Time To Go” which 
appeared in June issue of the Kanara Saraswat. I was 
pleasantly surprised at his wealth of knowledge on 
the subject. I request him to write articles on various 
subjects for the benefit of the Saraswat Community.

Kalindi S. Muzumdar

Dear Editor, Those who have had the good 
fortune, interest and patience to read the four part 
articles of Jitendra Divgi, Pune on “Modern relevance 
of India’s intellectual heritage” must have felt elated 
and proud of this heritage. 

Jitendra has written about the glories of our six 
major systems of philosophy with emphasis on Vedas 
and Upanishads in particular. Thankfully he is aware 
of the mind set of secularism in India. There are no 
powerful Indians of the caliber of Swami Vivekanand 
in sight who can show the way to apply the spiritual 
wisdom of India to solve global problems. It would 
be good enough if we are able to clean up our own 
backyard where poverty, indignity, squalor and 
ignorance are staring at us.

We need scholars like Jitendra to keep our heritage 
alive.

Sadanand Kumta, Pune

Dear Editor, At my age of 88 years, I am thrilled 
to read in KSA September Issue the article : Saraswat 
Co. op. Housing Society Gamdevi - Centenary 1914 
to 2014, since my parents lived there for 30 years 
from 1922 to 1952. I and my three sisters spent 
our childhood days playing with colony friends and 
studying in St. Columba School and Wilson College.

The author Smt. Sharmila Kadle has given the 
historical background in a precise manner. Eight 

Founder Members have been listed. Two corrections 
are necessary: (1) Mr. M.M. Mundkur and not  
Mr. M. A. Mundkur (2) Mr. Mundkur Vittal Rao and 
not just Mr. Vittal Rao.

Under the leadership of Rao Bahadur S. S. Talmaki 
my father Mundkur Santappa Rao worked for several 
years on the Managing Committee, specially to 
maintain clean accounts as Treasurer. They all were 
in  ‘Simple Living And High Thinking Era’.

Ramdas Mundkur, Bangalore

CLARIFICATION
As the author of the book  a compilation 

of articles, written on some of the artistes in our 
community in the field of performing arts, I have 
to make certain clarifications.

Due to my ill health I could not devote time to 
editing of my book and final proof reading. There 
have been certain omissions especially in the article 
on Smt Geeta Yennemadi. They are as under:- 

1) The names of her Gurus were not mentioned. 
She has been teaching to her students the correct 
way of singing as taught by her Guru Shri Yeshwant 
Dev.

2) She never charged any fees for either teaching 
“Devotional Music” to Saraswat Mahila Samaj 
members whom she has been teaching for more 
than 25 years or to anyone who goes to her for her 
guidance.

3) Her brother’s name is Arvind and not Arun.
Nalini Sanzgiri, Model House, Mumbai

	Letters, articles and poems are welcome. Letters should 
be brief, and articles should be about 800-1000 words. They 
will be edited for clarity and space.
	The selection of material for publication will be at the 
discretion of the Editorial Committee.
	The opinions expressed in the letters/articles are those of 
the authors and not necessarily those of KSA or the Editorial 
Committee.
	All matter meant for publication should be addressed only 
to the Editor c/o KSA Office / e-mail id given above.
	The deadline for letters, articles, poems, material for “Here 
and There”, “Personalia”, and other original contributions 
is the 12th of every month; the deadline for advertisements, 
classifieds and other paid insertions, is the 16th of every 
month. Matter received after these dates will be considered 
for the following month.
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Pandit Dinkar Kaikini, musician extraordinaire 
and my dear departed brother-in-law’s  birthday 
falls on October 2nd. As I remember him, I would 
like to share fond memories of a most remarkable 
tour Dinkar made of US universities in 1986. It 
was a unique achievement for an Indian musician, 
because Dinkar was able to share his original thoughts 
on the structure and origins of Indian music with 
advanced and specialized students and colleagues at 
highly prestigious US universities. He made a most 
memorable impact.

The highlight of the tour was Dinkar’s lecture and 
recital at the Convocation Ceremony of the most 
prestigious Carnegie Mellon University’s College of 
Fine Arts. For those who may not know it, Carnegie 
Mellon is one of America’s – indeed one of the 
world’s – most reputed universities. Dinkar’s lecture-
demonstration and recital at Carnegie Mellon were 
such a scintillating success that the late Dr. Marta 
Sanchez – then Acting Head of the College of Fine 
Arts (and later, founder of the globally reputed 
Dalcroze Training Center at CMU) – offered Dinkar 
a position as Visiting Professor at CMU, a position he 
unfortunately declined, due to previous engagements 
in Mumbai.  

At all the universities and centers that Dinkar 
visited, he first spoke about India’s extraordinary 
musical tradition and then gave a recital. Audiences 
were made up of advanced music students and 
Department Heads/Chairs or Professors, who were all 
spellbound by Dinkar’s knowledge and musicianship. 

Once the tour was over, I received warm letters 
of appreciation and gratitude from Professors and 
Department Heads at all the places we had visited. 
I would like to quote from these here; because I 
consider them to be testimonials of the enormous 
impact Dinkar made on lay audiences as well as 
advanced musicians/musicologists. 

Dr. Marta Sanchez, Head of the College of Fine 
Arts, Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh): ‘I 
would like to thank you for bringing to us Professor 
Dinkar Kaikini. The Faculty as well as the students 

Remembering ‘A True Virtuoso’ on His Birthday
Dr. Suniti Mukerjee (née SaMSi), Pune

enjoyed him enormously and appreciated his 
knowledge, his musicianship, his wisdom and his sense 
of humor. They also enjoyed the skilful performance 
of his daughter and son. His performance will be 
long-remembered. (…) Hoping that we can see all 
of you again.’

David Reck, Chair and Professor of Music at 
Amherst College (Massachusetts): ‘I am writing 
to tell you how much our community enjoyed the 
concert by Pandit Dinkar Kaikini in November. It is 
rare for a musician of his caliber to be heard in the 
United States, and he gave a superb vocal recital.’

Linda Berna, Roosevelt University, Chicago 
(quoted in the title of this article): ‘I wish to 
convey to you our pleasure in having Pandit Dinkar 
Kaikini as a guest artist on our College’s concert 
series. Pandit Kaikini’s lecture-demonstration was 
both well attended and well received by our students 
and faculty. His presentation was logical and well 
organized, serving as an excellent introduction 
to the musical style of North India. The musical 
examples with which he illustrated his discussion 
were beautifully performed, and left no doubt in our 
minds that we were in the presence of a true virtuoso.’

D. Royce Boyer, University of Alabama, 
Huntsville: ‘Just a brief note to thank you for 
making a lecture/recital possible with the simply 
astonishing musician, Pandit Kaikini. It was a very 
enlightening experience for this Western musician; 
I feel much more comfortable listening to Indian 
music, understanding the unique factors much better. 
Would you please express our appreciation and our 
admiration to Maestro Kaikini, thanking as well, his 
two very talented students.’

Charles Capwell, School of Music, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: ‘Pandit Kaikini is a 
talented and learned musician and his performance 
was appreciated greatly for its artistic and educational 
qualities. It was particularly interesting to hear this 
Hindustani vocalist sing kritis with Hindi text in 
Carnatic style. This is very unusual and added to the 
interest of his recital.’
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Book Review

The Common Room
revieweD by ranjani neriya (nee khaMbaDkone)

Author:  Khambadkone Bhalchandra Rao, Publishers: LeadStart Publishers,  Price: Rs. 195

Professor Ramesh Gangolly, on behalf of 
Ragamala of Seattle and the Archives of the 
Ethnomusicology Program at the University of 
Washington: ‘Both his (Pt Dinkar Kaikini’s) recital 
and the recording session for the archives were 
extremely well appreciated, and will be treasured by 
those who were fortunate enough to have been able to 
attend. The recordings of his own compositions, and 
especially his commentary on the salient principles on 
which the particular compositions were based, form 
an extremely illuminating educational recording, 
which I feel sure will be of great interest to students 
of the genre. We want to once again thank you for 
arranging the tour, and look forward to the possibility 
of a visit by Pt. Kaikini in the future.’

Dinkar also visited two private associations – in 
Greenville, South Carolina and Berkeley, California. 
Both events were highly attended and proved 
immensely popular with audiences, composed of lay 
persons as well as music students. 

Bhadriah Gavurla, President, India Association 
of Greater Greenville: ‘The Indian community 
of Greater Greenville, South Carolina, was very 
delighted to hear Mr. Kaikini’s concert. His 
introductory speech explaining the subtleties of 
Hindustani music with some historical information 
along with his excellent singing was both educational 
and extremely enjoyable. We would like to have him 
for  similar performances as often as possible in the 
future, so that our youngsters here can learn and 
imbibe this wonderful music and cultural tradition. 
We offer our sincere thanks to you for sponsoring 
and promoting this event and providing us with this 
great opportunity to meet Pandit Kaikini personally.’

Prabha Gopal, Basant Bahar, Berkeley, 
California: ‘I am writing this letter to thank you 
(Pandit Kaikiniji) for the excellent performance you 
gave at Berkeley, California. The mixed audience of 
Indians and Americans appreciated your exposition 
of scholarship that made everyone understand and 
enjoy Hindustani Classical music better.

Without interrupting the flow or the mood of the 
music, you were able to explain to the audience the 
intricacies of the serious ragas and (we all noted) 
the dexterity with which you performed even South 
Indian Classical music in your performance. The 

audience really enjoyed the extensive alaap in 
Dhrupad which was very traditional, followed by 
Khyal, Thumri, and Bhajans. We look forward to 
enjoying your music very soon. Our organization 
was very lucky to have had the pleasure of listening 
to you.’

Although many Indian musicians travel abroad 
and give lecture demonstrations, to this day, 
American universities remain reluctant to open their 
doors to Indian artists. That Dinkar made such an 
impact on the faculty and students of these prestigious 
institutions, that he performed and spoke among 
experts in the field with such masterful aplomb, 
is a remarkable achievement, one that belongs in 
the annals of our community as an outstanding 
and utterly unparalleled accomplishment. It is to 
honour Dinkar and recall this achievement, that I 
have written this article. I trust and hope that one 
day, Dinkar will be recognized not only as one of 
the truly great artists of our community, but of our 
entire nation.

<<<>>>

Left for her heavenly abode on 
30th August 2014 at Kundapur.

We pray to the Almighty and our Guru Parampara 
to rest her soul in eternal peace.

Deeply Mourned by:
Husband: Ashok 

Daughters: Madhura Sachin Nagarmath 
Chinmaya Durgadas Kalyanpur

Grand-daughter: Purva Sachin Nagarmath
Grandsons: Aum, Shree and Ved Kalyanpur 

Sisters: Smt. Neelaratna Nadkarni, 
Mrs. Vidula Mohan Savkur 

Brother: Durgadas Dattatraya Baindur 
Sharing the grief: Mavinkurves, Bhats, Nagarmaths, 

Kalyanpurs, Nadkarnis, Savkurs & Baindurs
Relatives and Friends

Smt. Sujata Mavinkurve
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The common room is 
a novel set in the con-
fines of a small town, 
which has its park, its res-
taurants, its movie theat-
er, its chockablock row 
of houses and most im-
portantly, the Chairman 
Bhulanath and Sriman 
Madho Shet College of 
Arts and Science. It is 
within the portals of the 
aforementioned  college 
where the story unfolds.

The protagonist is a professor, who is nameless and 
is only known as the Prof. He compiles faithfully and 
in detail, what transpires in  the common room. In his 
own words, he does not act but only reacts. His col-
leagues are a motley group, from all creeds, handling 
various portfolios. They foregather in The Common 
Room where the indefatigable Tukoji, a man who has 
missed his vocation and is a peon by default, serves 
tea and biscuits with unfailing concern. 

The characters are sympathetically etched. Each 
one has a story of his own to tell. They   are crafty 
without being venomous, simple without being 
tiresome, old-worldly without being foppish. Merely 
caught up in the everyday strife of life, their ambitions 
are untouched by villainy. From ghost stories, local 
gossip and entertaining vignettes of small town life 
with whiffs of romance and unfulfilled desires, the 
tale is delineated in a tumult of tones. The light vein 
is significantly, not sullied by overwhelming mass of 
detail of any kind.  

The language is classy, erudite and witty, makes 
you chuckle, even laugh outright in places. Tinged 
with the author’s academic background, his literary 
leaning is evidenced in the many allusions and quotes 
from well-known writers, Shakespearian and Greek 
plays as also the sprinkling of Latin and French 
phrases. The grand finale of Professor Naik’s speech 
takes the cake with its bombastic ring and colorful 

Book Review

The Common Room
revieweD by ranjani neriya (nee khaMbaDkone)

Author:  Khambadkone Bhalchandra Rao, Publishers: LeadStart Publishers,  Price: Rs. 195

garnered vocabulary.
The Common Room is an excellent read, which 

once begun compels you to finish. It also has that 
Wodehousian quality where you can open any page 
for seconds and continue to be regaled. When you 
have gorged on a surfeit of epic tales, purple romance 
and philosophical tomes, here is a book which is light 
and hearty, and a surefire mood elevator.

<<<>>>

Rates for Advertisements in 
Kanara Saraswat Magazine
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The rates are inclusive of a photograph.
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DEEPLY MOURNED BY

Daughters And Sons-in-law
Nirmala & Satish Trasi Sudha & Deepak 
 Basrur

Grand-children 
Sandeep – Namita Trasi Saipriya Basrur
Jaideep – Ashwini Trasi Pranav Basrur
Niraj – Nilima Trasi

Great Grand-children
Ananya & Abhinav S. Trasi
Neharika & Vihaan J. Trasi

Relatives And Friends

SAD DEMISE
SAVUR RAMACHANDRA 

RAO
(04.10.1920 – 24.08.2014)
Left for heavenly abode on 

24.08.2014 
in Bangalore

Shri. Kishore Dinkar Kowshik
We express our deepest sorrow over the sad demise of our Chairman, Shri. Kishore Dinkar Kowshik on 
2nd September, 2014.  He served our society with the greatest devotion and diligence for many years.  
All residents of Anandashram Society join us in expressing our heartfelt sympathies to his bereaved 
family to bear this irreparable loss with forbearance.
May his soul rest in eternal peace.

Managing Committee 
The Anandashram CHSL
Shamrao Vithal Marg, Grant Road (E)
Mumbai – 400 007

Shraddhanjali

Hema (Mallu) Ramesh  Kalbag
Age 84 Years.

Left for heavenly abode 
on 14th August 2014
Deeply mourned by 

Kalbags, Vinekars & Mehendales

Sad Demise
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Such expressions come when you are jolted by the 
potholes on the roads of U.P. – A BIMARU state. But 
I am writing of Allahabad where our holiest of rivers 
meet- The Ganga, The Yamuna and the invisible 
Saraswati of mythological significance. Illahabad, the 
local Hindi version, has been the spiritual metropolis 
of the Hindu World since ages.

It held a strategic position for the Mughals 
with Akbar’s fort as its imposing land mark with 
Khushroobagh reminding you of Jahangir. During the 
British Raj it had a cultural identity of its own and 
was well known as its administrative hub. Its aesthetic 
layout, with its gardens, churches and academic centres 
of excellence such as the Allahabad University are its 
reminders of the legacy of the British Raj. 

 Then there is an image of Prayagraj  in the 
Patalpuri temple which gives its Hindu name  Prayag. 
Who can forget the Kumbh Mela of Prayag  which is 
known for its mammoth congregation  with its distinct  
stamp of Hindu faith? The Nag Vasuki temple of the 
king of serpents, the Alopi Devi Temple, The Lete 
Hanuman Temple  on the banks of the Ganga, temple 
of Shringverpur  where Rama is said to have crossed 
the Ganga to enter the forest, are some of the many 
places to visit. 

 The imperial Guptas and Harshvardhan of Kanauj 
kings have left abundant relics of artistic excellence. 

Cultural Eminence- Hindi : 20th century  Allahabad 
was a great place for  Hindi literature and its citadel.

 In 1927 Krishna Vaid wrote “Hindi Sahitya me 
Prayagawad”. Shridhar Pathak (1859 to 1928) a 
student of Muir College  (Later known as Allahabad 
University) wrote Hindi in  “Khari Boli” and 
encouraged young poets in Allahabad. Mahavir 
Dwivedi edited the monthly journal “Saraswati”.

Chhaya vad (Romantic mystical)  was the great 
new flowering of the new Hindi poetry and its three 
exponents in Allahabad were :- Suryakant Thripathi  
(Nirala 1899-1961,) Sumitranandan Pant ( 1907 
-1989,) Mahadevi Verma (1907-1987,) all brought 
literary lustre – the last two won the Jnanpith awards. 
Harivansh Rai Bachhan(1907-2003) was another great 
writer whose volume of  Poems named “Madhushala” 
was a best seller.  

Allahabad University : This is truly the heart and 
brain of Allahabad. Dr. Manas Mukul Das, Prof. Emeritus 
of English Dept. of Allahabad University whom I met, 

Oh!  Allahabad!!
SaDananD kuMta, Pune

says that a university should be a fraternity of teachers 
and students and not the knowledge market. The 
university has an elegant building such as the Senate 
Hall. The Muir Central College which was built in 1886 
in Islamic architecture became the finest structure of U.P. 
with its elegantly tiled dome. These buildings over the 
years have suffered at the hands of authorized vandals  
according to Prof. Manas Mukul Das.

Personal Observations : Thus, this city is a mix 
of Hindu, Islamic and British influences. It is known 
for its lawyers, professors and doctors. There is still 
evidence here of  literary aristrocracy in English, Hindi 
and Urdu languages. I had the privilege of visiting 
the homes of nearly a dozen professors ( both retired 
and working). It was a delight to interact with them 
in the subjects of their interest-  English Literature, 
Political  Science, Economics, Music and History. It 
was a rare experience for me  in getting courtesy calls 
from most of them on the next day of my visit. This 
was evidence of their classy social grace. These are the 
people who have nurtured the aspiring  young students 
of Allahabad  University.

Even the barber’s shop near our house bears the 
name of  “Winsom”. The mangoes – Dushehri and 
Chousa and the guava fruits are the gastronomical 
delights of this place. There is a Coffee House here, 
where, once upon a time intellectuals met and enjoyed 
the cultural gossips and serious politics. 

For a visitor a stroll or brisk walk in the Alfred 
Park (now known as Chandra Shekhar Azad Park) is 
a very welcome diversion. Its premises harbour many 
memorable buildings like the Museum, Prayag Sangeet 
Samiti etc. A visitor to Anand Bhawan, Swaraj Bhawan 
– which was Motilal Nehru’s Bungalow is a reminder 
of the struggle for freedom.            

The university has been visualized as a Banayan 
Tree with its motto “Quot rami tot arbore” which 
means (as many branches that many trees). There are 
two books on Allahabad by eminent authors wherein 
there is wealth of information. 

It is a pity that the city of intellectuals and eminent 
history of glory is now on decline which was witnessed 
by the fence sitters of this city. Still there are vibrant 
relics with some hope for the future.

 {Ref;: ALLAHABAD – edited by Neelam Saran 
Gour.}

<<<>>>

SAD DEMISE
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After a scorching month of May, the rains have hit 
Chitrapur with a boom, bang and dazzle.  The ‘Holle’ 
(stream) that flows past our home turns into a raging 
torrent which many have flatly refused to cross.

 As for us, we wade through it at all times only 
taking care to get our supplies at a time when the 
force of the water is not much.  It is a task to try and 
hold up your clothes and wade through with all the 
bags, umberella and torch –if it is dark.  But it does 
invigorate the soul when you realise what a blessing 
it is to have a home in such a place.  And sometimes 
the tile roof decides to bestow a generous drip of 
water into the house. So we place a couple of tubs 
and buckets in seemingly strategic locations.  It is 
only later that we notice that the seemingly strategic 
location happens to be exactly at the point where the 
water falls on the edge of the bucket or tub.   

The late night sudden showers seem to upset the 
assorted population of beetles in the farm.  And they 
rush in to buzz around the lights in the house much 
to the delight of Posha and Kip our cats.  Many of 
them fall dizzily into the buckets or tubs most often 
on their backs and swim around crazily till they right 
themselves and take off again. The fireflies are all 
abuzz lighting up the sky and the trees around.  

The electricity plays truant for hours at a stretch and 
we always have to be on our toes to get all essentials 
like cell phones, laptops, emergency lights and UPS 
recharged in the brief intervals when the current comes 
a-visiting.  Not to mention getting the water pump, 
washing machine, mixer etc all done before it departs 
again.  (Hey it is not so bad on all the days!). 

And the 2000 piece Ravensburger puzzle is out 
of hibernation again.  We had managed to complete 
about half of it last monsoon.  You can’t really work 
on the farm when it is pouring and you can’t work 
on your laptop with the last vestiges of battery left.   
Ok; we don’t really need a reason ..but it is fun doing 
the puzzle. 

A friend of ours braved the weather to visit us 
last week.  We had a brief respite from the rain and 
the sun shone down on the emerald landscape.  Our 
4 dogs and 2 cats lay sprawled in the frontyard on 

The Rains are here Again
tanuja naDkarni, ChitraPur

the still damp ground 
basking in the sun.  And 
all of a sudden the sky 
darkened and a sudden 
outburst of rain had all the animals pouring in thru 
the door.   “Hey it is raining cats and dogs” he quipped 
as the animals shoved one another to get the warmest 
place to cuddle.  

The work in the farm changes drastically.  All the 
past two months we were busy trying to ensure that 
the trees are watered sufficiently.  The mountain 
stream which is our source of water had dried up to a 
trickle.  Now it is a gushing waterfall.  The main focus 
is to prevent water-logging in the farm.  So that means 
continuous cleaning of the water pathways, removing 
the fallen leaves and silt.  No more sundrying of the 
summer surplus – banana, jackfruit, kokum.  Now it 
is a struggle to keep the mould from getting to the 
nutmegs and mace that are harvested in this season. 
But we have learnt new methods of doing this so it 
is not a problem. And Vivek has designed a superb 
in-house dryer  - a cardboard box with a 40Watts 
bulb in it.  The heat generated inside suffices to dry 
the items placed in it.  (After all the research into 
commercial agricultural dryers – each one bulkier 
and more expensive than the other, we finally have 
a ‘light-bulb’ solution)

And so the weather continues to display its 
amazing shades. The sight of the swaying palms 
bending under the onslaught of the rain, the rich 
green carpet of rice saplings as far as the eye can 
see, all in the backdrop of the mist covered hills – 
Chitrapur is paradise on earth in the rains!

<<<>>>
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“Gimme More” is  the  modern  Mantra. We want  
better  things, more  things  and  we   want  them, 
NOW! 

Advertisements  have  spread  their  tentacles  to  
every  nook  and  corner  of the  Country.  Aaah, tired  
of  listening  to  the  broadcasts  of  Ad jingles  on  the  
T.V. or  Radio?  Turn to a Magazine or Newspaper, 
or go for a walk outdoors. And   Advertisements will 
assault you from Billboards, Neon-signs, walls and 
even Buses!  They tug at your sleeves, beckoning 
you to  use  this  or  that  product. And  we, the  
brainwashed  public,  reach  out  for  a  particular  
brand  of product, when  we  shop. The   Media   
Blitzkrieg is winning!   Ads   have   taken over our 
world!   Ads   now determine   our lifestyle!   Ads   
have   become   almost a necessity!

The   History of Advertisements hearkens back 
perhaps to the Town-crier, who proclaimed   Royal 
Orders to loud drumbeats.  The   earliest   Advertisers 
were hawkers, selling their wares at village fairs and 
weekly markets or Santhes.   Historical   references 
give grand descriptions of  exotic  markets  at sea-
ports,  selling  pearls  and  gems,  muslin  and  silks,  
spices  and  perhaps  even Slaves.  Then  there  are  
door-to-door  salesmen  and  hawkers,  calling  out  
their  wares, as  they trundle  their  carts.  Each one 
has  a  signature  tune, a  specific  call, announcing  
their wares, like   fruit,  vegetables, salt, bangles, 
carpets anything!  Oh, those childhood memories  of  
running  out  to  greet  those  special  cries  ringing  
bells, announcing  roasted  Channa  and  groundnuts, 
lurid  pink  and  white  sweets,  and  of  course, “Ice-
croaaad!” , i.e. Ice-fruit!  These  hawkers  are  almost  
extinct, now, what  with  Malls  and  Mega  Markets 
coming  up.  Yet, even now, I hear some, like my 
“Rangoleee”  woman’s  lilting  call.

The world   of Advertisements has now grown into 
a Mammoth Industry, involving  crores   of Rupees. 
The   influence of   Ads is undeniable. Bombarded   
by blurbs and Jingles, we   find ourselves looking for 
particular  brands. Life   was  simpler, earlier. We   were 
not  so  spoilt  for  choices  and  options. Now, it   is  
so  difficult  to  choose  the  right  brand   of food, 
detergent  or  gadget. Many  a  time,  it  is  the  child  
in  the  house, who  rules  the  roost. It  is  he/she  who  
decides  what  they  are  going  to  eat, drink, wear, 

“Ye Dil  Maange  More!”
inDu  aShok  GerSaPPe

play  or which  Car  or  T.V. the   family   requires!  
Quite  a change  from  the  earlier  family,  where  the  
word  of  the elder   was  never  questioned,

Nowadays, we are a favoured lot!  We   don’t drink 
just tea, we drink  tea  of a  certain  brand, which  
promises  to  fill  us  with  instant  energy.  Modern   
Society has   become  a  slave  to  Brand  Culture.  
Though   years   ago,  Shriman  Shakespeare  had 
proclaimed, “What’s  in  a  name?”, today,  Name  is  
everything!  Purses, bags, shoes, dresses and  even  
underwear  have  exotic  Brand-names, which are  
discreetly  displayed.  Naam  ka Daam  hai,  bhai! I   
can   imagine the heart-rending scenes  in  middle-
class  families,  where parents  struggle  to  fulfil  the  
needs  of  their  uppity  children.  So, in  a  way,  I’m  
happy, that  in  India, exclusive  branded  ware  can  
be  found  being  sold, even  on  foot-paths!

Earlier,  if  we  wanted  a  toothbrush, we  just  
went  to  a  shop  and  asked  for   one. In  fact, I  
even  remember  using  neem  twigs, cashew  leaves  
or  Maakad  Chaap Danta  Manjan.  Today, keeping  
one’s  teeth  clean  has  become  quite  complex.  
Ad.  Agencies create  films  showing  red  and  blue  
arrows, zipping  around  the  teeth,  showing  bristles 
reaching  to  where  no  bristle  has  ever  been  before. 
Every  few  months, a  new  model  is  advertised,  
with  sloping,  rounded, or  criss-cross  bristles.  The  
latest  weapon  is a  sleek, hi-tech  gadget, powered  
to  rotate  60000  times  per  minute! The  humble  
tooth-brush  has  come a  long  way!

Not  to  be  left   behind,  the  Toothpaste  Industry  
started  Ads showing  people  with  glowing  white  
teeth, which  lit  up  entire  palaces  and  roads.  An 
excellent   idea for our power-starved country! Think 
of all the electricity saved!  Seeing all these Ads, at 
one point, I  was filled  with  guilt and anguish. It’s 
all my fault, I thought!  I  never  fed  my  kids  those 
energy  drinks, which  promised  to  make  them  
stronger, more intelligent  and  thus win trophies. Or  
that  hubby didn’t  get  that promotion, because  his  
shirt  was  not  washed  in the  detergent  which  his  
rival  used,  making  it  dazzling  white.  Or  that  I  
never  allowed  him  to down  those  branded  drinks, 
which  would  have  opened  out  doors  of  great  
promise  and  foreign  jobs! 

Selling improbable dreams to a gullible audience 
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is the core Business of Advertisements. Under the 
name of wellness, the Beauty Product Business has  
spread  its  tentacles  into  remote  corners  of  the  
country.  Fairness  creams,  anti-wrinkle creams,  
perfumes  and  shampoos  promise  to  transform  you  
into  a  Beauty  Queen, young and gorgeous!  Shaving  
creams  and  heady  perfumes  promise  to  turn  men  
into  macho  studs, handsome  and  successful!  At a  
price!  Dadhi  bhi  saaf,  jeb  bhi  saaf! The other day, 
I  read  a  newspaper  clip  about  a young  man  in  
Lucknow, who was  suing  a  famous  Shaving Cream  
Company,  which  kept  showing  their  Ad Films, 
ensuring  them  that pretty  young  girls would  fall  
into  their  arms,  attracted  by  the  scent  of  their  
creams.  This  young  man  proclaimed  that  he  had  
been  using  their  product  for  six  years,  with  no  
favourable  result!

Well, we   do  admit  that  life  without  
Advertisements  would be  colorless,  tasteless  and  
frankly,  quite  boring!  We also agree that they offer 
you many options. Some  of  the  Ads  are  quite  
entertaining  and informative,  having  catchy  tunes, 
a touch  of   humour  and  sometimes, even  a message  
or  two.

Yet, it’s  time  we  realized  that  this  consumerism  
is  consuming   us.  Time  we  used  our  common  
sense  to  ascertain  what  is  good  for us  and  what  
is  not;  what  is  necessary  and  what  is  not! Time   
we   woke  up! Jaago re!

<<<>>>  

Fun with Words 3
Savitri babulkar

List A  has clues for simple ‘pan’-words for the 
younger kids

Eg. A thin flat ‘cake’ made of fried batter served 
with a filling – PANcake
 1.  a large bear-like  black and white mammal 

native to China/Tibet 
 2.  a section of a door, vehicle, garment etc.
 3.  Asian and African ant-eater
 4.  sudden, uncontrollable fear
 5.  unbroken view of a surrounding region
 6.  a plant of the viola family with brightly 

coloured flowers..
 7.  a leopard with a black coat
 8.  a small room or large cupboard for storing 

food.
 9.  a gland near the stomach secreting insulin
 10.  gestures and facial expressions conveying 

meaning, especially in dance or drama.

List B has clues for slightly more difficult ‘pans’ for 
children of 13-and-above.

Eg. A solution or remedy for all different difficulties 
or diseases -  PANacea

 1.  an uproar, utter confusion
 2.  eulogy, speech or essay in praise of someone
 3.  complete or impressive collection or display
 4.  belief that God is in all nature
 5.  curved roof tile.
 6.  long, thin cigar
 7.  flamboyant confidence of style or manner
 8.  a building where illustrious dead are buried
 9.  a large furniture removal van
 10.   basket /bag / box ( one of a pair) carried by 

a donkey, bicycle, etc.

Answers on page 28

Donations Received
Kanara Saraswat is grateful to the following donors:

Meena S Udiyawar Rs. 8,000/-
(Towards purchase of medical equipments)  

Distress Relief Fund
Vasanti Vithal Kaikini 5,001/- 
(In memory of Vithal Ramrao Kaikini)  

Nachiket Nandan  Trasikar 1,500/- 
(In memory of grand mother Smt Krishnabai S Trasikar 
on her 4th Death Anniversary)  

Scholarship Fund
Gautam Hemmady 
(Current Year Disburment) 10,000/-
(In memory of wife Smt Sunila Hemmady)  

Donation Received In Kind
Ria and  Ritika Balwalli, USA  
  - Folding Wheelchair 
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More than twenty years have passed since the 
extraordinary day which set me on a new path of 
discovery.  It is strange that we rush through our days, 
barely enjoying its beautiful moments. In our frenetic 
pace of life, who has the time to pause for respite?  As 
the Welsh poet, William Henry Davies puts it, “A poor 
life this is, if we have no time to stand and stare.” It 
was merely by chance that I did pause, to stand and 
stare, amidst the rush to complete my daily chores.

The day started off in an ordinary way. I was in 
the kitchen, in a hurry to finish cooking, stirring the 
dal absent-mindedly, when all of a sudden there was 
a flurry of activity in the branches of the Peepal tree 
which stood right outside my kitchen. I looked up 
with a jerk of my head and saw a flash of colours- 
green, yellow and red. My eyes made a quick search 
and finally, my gaze settled on a most beautiful little 
bird with dark green plumage, a bright crimson 
forehead and a yellow throat. It was continuously 
making a tuk-tuk sound too! I had seen different 
species of birds in an aviary but was only familiar in 
day to day life with common birds such as sparrows, 
pigeons and crows. “Which bird could this be?”.... I 
wondered, but had no way to find out. After all, this 
was the almost pre-historic time, before the arrival 
of computers and the internet in ordinary Indian 
households such as mine!! I had no search engine 
like Google to help me out!

Providentially, I soon came across an article by the 
eminent naturalist and photographer, Sanjay Monga. 
I learnt that the bird I had seen was a Coppersmith 
Barbet. Before long, I was armed with a book written 
by him, presented to me by my sister and a pair of 
binoculars by my son. I love trying out new dishes, so 
I am often pottering around in the kitchen but now I 
found myself gravitating towards the kitchen window 
more often, to scan the branches of the Peepal tree 
for other birds. I observed that the red berries which 
grow on it attract a variety of birds. Gradually, without 
even leaving the cosy confines of my home, I grew 
adept at recognising bird calls and learnt to identify 
birds such as Magpie-Robins, Babblers, Sunbirds, Red 
vented Bulbuls, etc.  Whenever I saw a new bird, I 
would excitedly share my joy with family and friends.

You may well wonder, what is so extraordinary 

The Peepal Tree 
SaDhana khaMbatkone

about this simple 
happening which 
d o e s  n o t  e v e n 
qualify to be called 
an incident. Now, when I look over my shoulder into 
the past, this day stands out sharply and clearly. It was 
a day of revelation, an unexpected gift, indeed, the 
turning point in my life!  The Peepal tree had always 
been standing there for ages, its branches thick with 
lush green leaves, grazing my kitchen windows. Birds 
too had always sought refuge in the thick, verdant 
foliage of the Peepal, but I had been blind to all this 
beauty, had never spotted the rich and diverse variety 
of birds which flitted in and out of the tree. I would see 
the tree every day but had not the vision to actually 
see it. Do we not often walk, talk and even read 
mindlessly, almost on auto-pilot?  At this juncture, 
I discovered a new facet of myself. I began to enjoy 
bird-watching, which is a relaxing pastime. It builds 
up patience and teaches you to tune in to the bounties 
of nature. It is almost akin to meditation. I learnt to 
enjoy each moment mindfully. I became conscious 
that if you look at the swaying leaves intently, the 
shape of the bird which has camouflaged itself, slowly 
becomes visible and clear. 

This experience has imperceptibly changed my 
perspective of the world around me.  It has taken 
me a few more years and plenty of grey hair to trace 
the special connection between this happening and 
the people around me!  If only we learn to spend 
the time and have the patience to tune in and 
make the effort to connect with people, they will 
definitely manifest favourable qualities. One needs 
to focus positively on those who cross our path. The 
goodness which is inherent in each person is bound 
to reveal itself.... exactly like the birds, which initially 
obscured by verdant boughs or stark bare branches, 
become discernible to us gradually. Happiness is in 
the small moments of life which we must savour and 
enjoy. The joy and peace which the beauty of nature 
offers is priceless. Truly, this was indeed the start of 
a remarkable journey! The Peepal tree, also known 
as Ashwattha, has certainly been most benevolent 
to me.

<<<>>>
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The Name Game-not Same Same
ShyaM aMlaDi, Malibu, Ca (uSa)

Another letter from Sadanand B. Ugran , “Bhayya”——the incorrigible balladeer. . . . .and teller of tallish tales

         Honnehalli, Karnataka
         20 October 2013
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Answers to Puzzle A
1.panda 2.  panel  3.  pangolin 4.panic 

5. panorama 6. pansy 7. panther 8. pantry
9. pancreas  10. pantomime

Answers to Puzzle B
1. pandemonium 2. panegyric 3. panoply 

4. pantheism  5. pantile 6. panatella 
7. panache 8. pantheon 9. pantechnicon 

10. pannier
Happy Guessing!                    

Answers to Fun with words (From page 26)

PFS
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                                                                         & 
                                                   PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS
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	Loan/Overdraft against Shares.
	E Stamping

Contact :  Rajaram (Raja) D. Pandit
Address:-  3-5/22, Talmakiwadi CHS Ltd, Tardeo Road, Mumbai 400007. 

Landline: 022-23811583,               Mobile: 9821049688    Email : rajadpandit@gmail.com
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Although some of the high constitutional posts, viz., 
President of India, CAG, Chief Election Commissioner, 
Judges of the Supreme Court and High Court and 
Chairman of the National Human Rights Commission 
are fully  safeguarded by our Constitution, the post of 
the State Governor, has not been kept safe,  by our 
Founding Fathers. The CAG and other constitutional 
authorities, mentioned above, cannot be removed so 
easily from their high offices. A special procedure of 
impeachment is needed, in which, 2/3 majority of both 
the houses of Parliament, is essential to evict them 
from their posts.

But, in the case of Governors, though they are the 
topmost constitutional heads of the concerned states, 
such a complicated method of impeachment, is not 
required for their removal. The sacking of Governors, 
by the President of India, can be done, before the expiry 
of their usual term of five years. Governors are to the 
States, what the President of India is to the Union. It 
should be underscored that the administration of our 
Federal System, is meant for Union and States, says, 
Dr. Durgadas Basu, in his book.

Mode of their appointment: Governors are 
appointed, by the President of India, on the advice 
of the Council of Central Ministers, by a warrant, 
in his hand and seal. The Governors hold their high 
constitutional office, subject to the pleasure of the 
President under the article  156 (1) and subject to 
this provision, their tenure is five years. Later on, they 
must take oath, under the article 159, in the presence 
of the Chief Justice of the concerned State High Court 
or in his absence, the senior most of that High Court 
available.

Method of their Removal: Governors can be 
recalled, whenever the President of India desires, not 
even mentioning any concrete reasons. Secondly, the 
grounds upon which, the Governors are removed, 
by the President of India, are not laid down in the 
constitution. Article 153, entrusts the President, to 
appoint, the same, Governor, for two or more States. 
Thirdly, Governors’ appointments, are purely political 
in nature and they belong to the party ruling at the 
centre. They enjoy, mere executive powers. The real 
powers, are vested in the Ministry, directly responsible 
to the legislature, says Dr. Pylee.

The Constitution Makers were wise enough to 
suggest, the Governors’ appointments, by means of 

Who will Protect the Governors?
arun r uPPoni

nomination, instead of direct elections, like Ministers, 
to enable them to act as real heads and to avoid 
conflict with the Chief Ministers heading the cabinet. 
Governors, are prohibited from holding any office 
of Profit or membership of the state or the central 
legislature, by the constitution, under the article, 158 
(2), - says Dr. Tope.

Sarkaria Commission : This commission, under 
the Chairmanship of a former Judge of the Supreme 
Court, was set up by the Congress Government, in 
the early 90’s, to study the relation between centre 
and the states. This commission, recommended that 
Governors must be eminent persons and should not 
be involved in the local politics of the state. Besides, 
they must not be politicians associated with the party 
ruling at the centre with the intention to preserve the 
Federal balance. But, Governments  continue to ignore 
the healthy suggestions of the commission.

In America, in some of the states, the Governors 
are nominated. While, in some other states they are 
elected by the Electoral Colleges and impeachment is 
adopted for their removal. In Australia, the Executive 
power is vested in the Queen and is exercised on her 
behalf, by the Governor General, whose term is five 
years and he is appointed, by the Commonwealth 
Ministry.

Praiseworthy Pronouncement: A tremendous 
controversy broke out, recently, when the newly 
installed NDA Government after the 2014, General 
Elections to Lok Sabha, gave signals to the Governors 
appointed earlier  by the outgoing NPA Government, 
to step down from their posts. But the same kind 
of act, was done by the then NPA Government, 
when they came to power in 2004, dismissed the 
Governors, appointed by their predecessor, NDA 
Government. Aggrieved by such an action, taken by 
the NPA Government, the former BJP MP, Singhal had 
challenged then in the apex court.

Singhal’s counsel, the world renowned Jurist, Soli 
Sorabjee, in his commendable arguments, asked the 
Supreme Court bench, headed by the then Chief 
Justice of India, K.G. Balkrishnan, to issue a set of 
limitations, regarding the powers of the President of 
India , to remove the Governors, under the article , 156 
(1), to enable the Governors, to function effectively.

After hearing, very patiently, the arguments of 
both the councils, the constitution Bench, had ruled 
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that (Reference: B.P. Singhal V/s Union of India AIR, 
2010, SC) “While the Indian Constitution permits 
the President of India, to remove the Governors, 
without giving any solid reason, his powers to sack 
them, cannot be exercised in an arbitrary manner, on 
the recommendations of the union cabinet (Council 
of ministers) on the ground that it lost confidence  in 
Governors. They also ruled that the change of central 
Government, is not a proper cause, for Governor’s 
removal.”

The verdict further said that “Since the Governors 
are constitutional heads of the States, they are not the 
employees or the agents of the Union Government. 
Hence, they are not expected to implement the policies 
of the Government. The Union Government has to 
disclose “Valid Reasons” by means of material, when 
they are sacked and if such reasons are found to be 
irrelevant, the court will interfere!!

This, landmark  Judgement, will protect Governors, 
from a capricious manner of removal. Thus, now, any 
ruling Central Government, has to follow the Supreme 
Court Judgement.

“Governors must thank Soli Sorabjee, for winning 
their case.”

<<<>>>

Scurrying black clouds in the skies so high
Chasing out the white clouds by and by
Warning of thunder storm, rising in its form
Now there is brightness, then it is gone!
Maddening thunder clap, repeating its rap
Lightening so bright, blinding the sight
Piercing the sky, opening a while
The torrent of rain on the thirsty terrain
Sight of umbrellas, rushing on their way
Children in the raincoats 
wanting to stay,
Jumping in the puddles, 
catching a raindrop,
Here comes the rainbow, 
adorning the top.
An archway to heaven, for the dreams that 
fly,
Awakening the hopes of reaching the sky

OCTOBER RAIN

Sudha Naimpally, U.S.A.
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NALA – DAMAYANTI’S immortal love story 
many evoke diverse sentiments from varied quarters. 
But has any progressive ladies’ organization (that does 
not include women’s libbers, mind you) ever bothered 
to gauge its hidden significance?

Nala has no mythological 
or historical parallels. The 
point is that  Damayanti 
chose him as  her  l i fe 
partner because he was a 
specialist – an excellent 
bawarchi (cook). (That 
raises the moot question: 
did Damayanti ever stoke 
a choolah or slice onion?!) 
Though, unlike modern 
times, specialization is not 
supposed to have been in vogue in those mythical 
times, there is no evidence to the effect that any other 
princess chose for her  consort either Bharata, the 
Natya Shastra expert, or the Ashwinikumar twins, 
renowned for their curative prowess.

In my lifetime spanning over seven decades, I 
have come across umpteen culinary experts / food 
specialists. But none of them could hold a candle to 
my childhood favourite Hirebet Annappaiah, who 
was rated as an avatar (incarnation) of Nala.

No festival at the local Saraswat Temple at Udupi 
situated behind the Naga Bana (serpent cobra’s 
abode), near Kalsanka, was deemed complete without 
the mouth watering items dished out by Annappaiah. 
Be it Anant Chaturthi, Deepotsav, Naga Panchami, 
Krishna Janamshtami or Datta Jayanti, the very 
aromas emanating from the kitchen block, situated 
behind the temple could certify Annappaiah’s 
presence! 

My first encounter with Annapaiah was during 
a wedding feast at the temple in the early ‘40s. (in 
those days ‘kalyan mantapas’ was unheard of in Udupi, 
Manipal was still a useless rocky terrain with no real 
landmarks other than a small building that housed 
the post office and a ramshackle Tiffin room hotel 

With best compliments from:
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Krishna Janamshtami or Datta Jayanti, the very 
aromas emanating from the kitchen block, situated 
behind the temple could certify Annappaiah’s 
presence! 

My first encounter with Annapaiah was during 
a wedding feast at the temple in the early ‘40s. (in 
those days ‘kalyan mantapas’ was unheard of in Udupi, 
Manipal was still a useless rocky terrain with no real 
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Nala  Bharata
ShivShankar SurkunD

under the shade of banyan tree.)
The first round included rasam, daal ( to be precise, 

dali toi), or kolombo ( a type of sambar) of Matti Gulla 
and drum sticks – a seasonal combination. There was 
also a gajbaje – a mix vegetable curry (but without 

cauliflower or green peas 
that are added these days). 
Finally came the piece –de-
resistance  dessert – kheer 
or payasam (also known 
as  madgane), made out 
of chana dal, rice, jaggery, 
a generous sprinkle of dry 
cashewnut chunks, dry 
grapes and elaichi powder.

When the payasam 
was being served (rather 

poured), I saw a lean, fragile, bald person of medium 
height in his early 70s entering the hall. He was 
wearing a lungi (or was it a towel?). A small piece of 
cloth, thrown across his left shoulder, mingled with 
his sacred thread. Most of his teeth were gone and 
the few remaining were coated with betel nut stains. 

What drew my attention to him was a simple fact. 
He was relishing the spectacle, as if he had thrown the 
feast! Curious, I asked my neighbour ( a senior citizen) 
who the VIP was. “Don’t you know Annappaiah, the 
famous cook,” he exclaimed, going on to explain his 
importance from umpteen possible angles. Enquiries 
with many others later also revealed that he was 
a bachelor wedded to Yakshagana Bayalata, the 
fascinating field drama patronized by various temples 
in Karnataka. Any troupe visiting Udupi could bet on 
one thing : none other than Annappaiah would host 
its inaugural performance in fact most of whatever 
he earned was spent on his great passion.

“How is bimbuli’s khadgaravan (a pungent pickle 
type chutney made out of a sour vegetable) ?” 
enquired Annappaiah with my neighbour. Though I 
was conversant with most of the items on my plantain 
leaf- bendi, koddel, tamboli, khotto, ghassi, etc – this 
new name evoked my curiosity. When my attention 
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Vanshikaa Ubhayakar 
(3 years)

 Caligraphy Ganpati

was drawn to an item served on the upper half of 
the plantain leaf, next to mango pickle, I dipped my; 
fingertip into it and tasted it with the tip of my tongue.

My God!! I had never tasted anything like this 
before! It made me gasp and gulp down half a glass of 
water. It was so pungent! “That is why I have named 
it ‘Khadga (sword ) Ravana,” triumphantly declared 
Annappaiah, while I was trying to recover from the 
culinary shock.

One night that weekend I accompanied my 
father to see “Babhruvahana Kalaga of Mandrati 
Mela”, enacted in the field opposite to the Kadiyali 
Temple. In the middle of the show, he popped a 

“I’m back, Mom,” I said, when I returned 
from my trip to the sea. I had gone there 
with my friends. 

Oh! I almost forgot to introduce myself. 
I’m Dripper Domas. 

“Dripper, have you come back?” Mom 
asked, “Come here.” She said, “We are 
going for another looooong trip today.” So 
let me tell you about that marvellous trip 
(well, it was I, Dripper, who said that last 
line!) 

It all started when I went to the surface 
of our city, i.e. the Pacific Ocean for the 
very first time.

The Sun was shining brightly. Suddenly, 
we started flying in the air! I was feeling a 
bit afraid at first, but then I started enjoying 
it. We flew higher and higher until I started 
feeling very cold, very cold.

Then as we were flying, we joined 
together. You know how? Because as the 
wind blew we dashed with each other and 
joined to form a large drop. And by joining 
each other, we formed a cloud. We were 
floating in the sky with the wind! It was 
fun. Then Mother said, “Now let’s go home 
again.”

“How?” I asked, surprised.
“Through Precipitation.”
“But I want to enjoy some more,” I said, 

looking sad. But I was late. Rain had already 
started to fall. 

And surprise of surprises! The wind 
carried me, my Mother and some other 
drops hiiigh into the sky! We went higher 
and higher. And one terrible thing happened. 
I started freezing!

“I’m scared I “I said to my mom, who was 
freeing, too.

“Don’t worry, nothing will happen to us.” 
She was right. Nothing happened to us. 
Only, other drops formed layers on us and 
we became bigger and bigger. At last, (the 
cloud could not hold our weight and it burst!)

We fell down at a very high speed. Thank 
God no one was standing down there, or 
else someone would have died because of 
me (and the others, as we were ice!) But 
nothing like that happened. We returned 
home to the ocean. 

And this was the great autobiography of 
a drop.

<<<>>>

“Autobiography of a drop”
Saanika Pranav koDial (10 yrS)

Kiddies’ Corner

question, “ Do you know the person sitting next to 
the singing bhagwat wearing a big red turban?” The 
face appeared familiar. Yet I had to scratch my head 
for a while before I could place it. “Eureka”, I shouted, 
“Annappaiah”!

Dad was quite surprised at my performance. But 
then he was not aware of my first encounter with 
Annappaiah, a few days earlier at the wedding feast. 
Even if he were, he could not have seen the indelible 
mark that “Khadga Ravana” has left on my palate 
to this day.

Courtesy - “ More Ad-Ventures of a P.R. Man” 
by Shivshankar N Surkund.
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Tanmay Rajesh Savkur (11 years)Shivani Durgesh Bhat - (9 years)

Kiddies’ Corner (contd)

Vanshikaa Ubhayakar 
(3 years)

 Caligraphy Ganpati

Symbol of Peace Boy on a Bicycle - Sketch

Varad-hasta Ganpati

Svaraa Samir Adur
(9 years)

Ganesha - idol shaped in clay 

Aadnya D. Shanbhag,
(6 years)

Lord Ganesha seems to have inspired these young artists

question, “ Do you know the person sitting next to 
the singing bhagwat wearing a big red turban?” The 
face appeared familiar. Yet I had to scratch my head 
for a while before I could place it. “Eureka”, I shouted, 
“Annappaiah”!

Dad was quite surprised at my performance. But 
then he was not aware of my first encounter with 
Annappaiah, a few days earlier at the wedding feast. 
Even if he were, he could not have seen the indelible 
mark that “Khadga Ravana” has left on my palate 
to this day.

Courtesy - “ More Ad-Ventures of a P.R. Man” 
by Shivshankar N Surkund.
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Our Kharkar clan is a large one; Ajji, the  
matriarch, and her five sons and four daughters. 
Our youngest uncle, Yogesh Kaka, a bachelor, lived 
with Ajji in our spacious ancestral house at Dadar. 
His  siblings, all married, lived elsewhere in Mumbai 
with their families.

Two months ago, Yogesh Kaka married Sudha 
Rao, a Konkani-speaking Saraswat Brahmin from 
Karnataka. We all liked her immensely, though she 
was rather quiet, probably because she was unused 
to speaking in Marathi, our mother tongue.

I was wondering how we’d spend the approaching 
Divali vacation when we heard that Sudha Kaki had 
invited us, cousins, to spend the holidays with her….

So here we were, fourteen of us, all teenagers, 
talking nineteen to a dozen. Kaki welcomed us with 
a smile and introduced us to her brother, Vasant 
Dada and her friend, Suman Tayee, a teacher. She 
had obviously invited them to entertain us, knowing 
she would be busy.

Kaki warned us of  the servant problem and the 
water shortage, hoping that we’d rough it out and 
pitch in and help, if need be. We were only too  
happy to agree. Tayee and Dada ensured that we had 
a great time, going for long walks to the nearby park, 
playing lagori… or staying indoors to play cards or 
antaakshari. Kaka gave us a surprise by joining us 
for antaakshari. Ajji gave us a greater surprise by 
singing old Naatya Sangeet for her team. Kaka even 
organized a couple of General Knowledge contests.

Mahesh Kaka, who rented out vans and school 
buses, kept aside a special van for our use at  
Sudha Kaki’s request. So, with Dada and Tayee, we  
undertook several outings – to the Dadar Beach, 
the Siddhi Vinayak Mandir, Mount Mary, etc. Being 
mobile, we visited an Art Exhibition and a Rangoli 
Contest at a nearby school. The best of all was 
the wonderful Flower Show on the VJTI College 
grounds.

Another unusual outing was to the Potters’  
Colony. Being Divali time, we got to see thousands of  
decorative earthen lamps. Tayee bought dozens. 
Then there was this row of shops selling paper 

Divali Vacation with Sudha Kaki
nalini naDkarni

lanterns and the material for making them. Dada 
bought material for a lamp which we later excitedly 
fitted together. Tayee taught us to make wicks for the 
‘pantees’. It wasn’t easy at first, but once we mastered 
the art, it was fun to compete with one another.

Ramesh Kaka, a Police Officer, at the Naigaon 
Police Headquarters,  took us round in a Police van to 
watch the Policemen’s Parade on a Sunday morning.

When it was time for making sweets, two women 
were engaged for the main work. Nevertheless, Ajji 
enlisted us for odd jobs like making dhania, jeera or 
elchi powder, or grating dry coconut or trimming the 
edges of the karanjees and so on.

On Divali day, the house wore a festive look 
with a cheerful toran from mango leaves and bright, 
colourful marigold over the front door. We eagerly 
tried our skills at making paper lanterns and fancy 
rangolis. We arranged rows of ‘pantees’ to brighten 
up the approaching dusk. Our ‘Doctor Kaka’, the 
Orthopedic Surgeon,   closed his clinic and played 
cricket with us in the compound. When it came to 
bursting crackers, he enjoyed it as much as we did. 
But he preferred the fancy ones to the noisy ones, 
insisting that we “stop the racket” at 11.00 pm..

Finally, unmindful of our new dresses, we pounced 
on the sweets Ajji had made and gorged ourselves 
to our hearts’ content. Sudha Kaki watched us with 
a naughty smile, but never once raised an eyebrow.

But all good things soon come to an end. So, it 
was with great reluctance that we packed our things. 
We had to be back home, after all, to iron our uni-
forms, locate our books and get our bags ready for 
school… for the holidays would soon be over.  We 
went to thank everyone individually – Ajji, Sudha 
Kaki, Kaka, Dada and Tayee. When some of us felt 
tearful, Sudha Kaki reminded us gently that   “there 
was no need to look glum”  because  there would 
be “a brand new Divali next year”. That certainly 
restored our mood! 

<<<>>>
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~~~~~~ PARISEVANAM ~~~~~~

12 villages…60 Sanghas…915 families… 1,200 
liberated women…and counting…

All of us, Chitrapur Saraswats, have been 
blessed with a glorious Guru Parampara that has 
changed the lives of generations of our families in 
ways we cannot even attempt to explain and often, 

in subtle ways we may not fully comprehend. Our 
revered Gurus and the Math, while showering us 
with boundless concern and compassion, have  
simultaneously ensured that equal love and support 
are meted out to the people who live in and around 
Shirali – the many non-Saraswats who have been 
part of the glory of the Math for hundreds of years. 
These are the loyal people who have built, cooked, 
cleaned, toiled and prayed in the Math, every single 
day of their lives. Over the years, our venerated 
Gurus have reciprocated their love by facilitating 
a number of social, cultural and infrastructural 
reforms to uplift their lives.

Parimochan has upped the ante. A blend 
of Paritaha Vimochana, the word ‘Parimochan’ 
means – overall liberation, which is its foremost  
objective. No construct of words can wholly and 
justly explain the epic proportions by which our 
Math is transforming the lives of innumerable fam-
ilies of Shirali and nearby areas. This is a minuscule 

Parimochan
Flourishing under the Parijnan Foundation, Project Parimochan has enabled many below-pover-

ty-line villagers in and around Shirali to become self-sufficient, discover the advantages of creating 
a mutually beneficial co-operative and reclaim self-respect! Here is an in-depth report with pix by 
MAITHILI PADUKONE

attempt of an eye-witness to give you an idea of its 
sheer magnitude, reach, evolution and outcome. 

We were shooting videos in Shirali, moving 
from one little hamlet to another, from one thatch-
roofed house to another, documenting valuable bits 
and pieces of this gargantuan project. Moodshi-
rali, Katagaar Koppa, Hegadde, Kembre, Bappan  
Kodlu, Kadadbail… the list went on. Nameless faces 
greeted us with beaming smiles and warm welcomes. 
Every house was now a complete home – where the 
husbands had returned for good from their menial 

jobs in city restaurants to start their own businesses, 
where women had equal rights in decision-making 
and ‘jobs’ outside the house too, where children 
went to school and not to work, where the elders 
looked content, where, most importantly- every 
family had been liberated from the vicious circle 
of extreme poverty and helplessness and made 
self-sustaining, forever. 

Implemented in phases, Parimochan launched 
Phase 1 in 2006, covering 300 families, followed by 
Phase 2 in 2010 for 122 families, with 172 under 
the federation and is now in its third and current 
Phase wherein  95 families have already benefited 
from the financial assistance. Parimochan has been 
launched under the joint aegis of Shri Chitrapur 
Math and the BAIF Institute for Rural Development,  
Karnataka-  BIRD-K- an organisation known for its 

Vinodmam Yennemadi and Vaidyamam meet  
a beneficiary and her happy family

The sweet ‘taste’ of success!

~~~~~~ PARISEVANAM ~~~~~~
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~~~~~~ PARISEVANAM ~~~~~~
years of experience and expertise in the field of rural 
development and village welfare schemes, working 
across 13 states in India. Self-help groups called 
Sanghas consisting of 20-25 women are formed 

in each village. These women meet on a weekly 
basis and deposit a fixed amount of money into 
the Sangha’s bank account. Every detail is record-
ed meticulously and the meetings are made more 
meaningful and binding with prayers and bhajans ! 
A  Sangha  member gets an interest-free loan based 
on individual need, after a detailed proposal- plan 
is made and approved by the committee.

Mahadev Naik owns a jasmine plantation patch. 
His family income has increased from Rs. 20000p.a. 
to Rs. 1,24,000p.a, after an intervention by Parimo-
chan, in the form of a loan of just Rs.10,000/- given 
to his wife. Irappa Kumbhar and Santosh Devadiga 
worked as waiters in restaurants in the city, living 
in inhuman conditions and unable to send their 
entire income home, before getting loans to start 
respectable jobs in their hometown. Today, their 
annual incomes have increased by 58% and 30% 
respectively, plus they live in their native habitat 
with their families. Devadiga tells us, “Without this 
help, I would never have been able to support my 
family by living in the village. I am proud to say that 
without my wife this would not have been possible!”

· “These people have a lot of respect and 
reverence towards the Math and the Guru. They 
see Him as an embodiment of the Divine! So they 
do not consider this money as a loan, or some kind 

of financial assistance- but as Swamiji’s prasada- 
and  hence, they put it to good use with utmost 
care,” says Ganapati maam Vaidya, the Field of-
ficer of the Parimochan Project, who states that  
Parimochan is a unique project even by BAIF’s 
standards. The exact amount, as received, is 
returned to the Sangha account and not to the 
Math, within 2-3 years. From the Sangha accounts, 
the money goes to a central federation account 
which then uses the money for educational and 
medical assistance loans- again on an interest-free 
returnable basis. Of the 695 families helped so 
far, there has not been a single defaulter on loan 
repayment! The Federation is an assurance that 
Parimochan is a sustainable programme, capable 
of running on its own, even if BIRD-K withdraws 
from the initiative some day. 

Every aspect of Project Parimochan has been 
thought through, every possible hurdle has a 
solution already put in place with proper plans, 

professional guidance and passionate volunteers 
paving the way for sure and steady advancement. I 
am completely overwhelmed by the sheer precision 
and care with which something so enormous is  
happening in our kulaar. I am also deeply grateful 
that I could document the success stories of a few of 
these families made happier and prosperous thanks 
to Project Parimochan.  This project comes under 
the Parijnan Foundation initiated by beloved Swam-
iji and through which Swamiji is striving relentlessly 
to realize the vision of Guru Swami with regard to 
woman-empowerment and the social uplift of the 
economically oppressed rural population.

Standing tall! Some of the Sangha members radiating 
their new-found self-reliance and confidence

A sunshine-smile that speaks volumes!

~~~~~~ PARISEVANAM ~~~~~~
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Saturday, 6th September, a day in the Events Diary 
of Saraswat Samaj UK, dawned with overcast skies 
and weather forecast not so brilliant. With very 
poor response to the invite, we had no idea who 

would be coming and if there would be enough play-
ers to have two teams to play cricket. 

 Hoping for the best and fingers crossed, we set 
out... 

Although on way to the venue some experienced 
a light drizzle for a short while, by the time we arrived 
it had cleared and it got better and sunnier as the day 
progressed. As it happened a total of 40 people 
of all ages from 2 years old to 80 plus years old 
turned up. 

 That set the scene for the annual clash 
between the North (of the Thames) and the 
South on the beautiful lawns of Valentine 
Park, London for the coveted ‘Anil Bhat’ 
Trophy.

 But before that everyone had to be ener-
gised. So, one by one picnic baskets started to 
reveal the tasty dishes that people had brought and 
before too long everyone was tucking in and enjoying 
the variety of food.

Having refuelled, the two teams marched on to the 
pitch with 6 year old Yuvaan Gulwadi as the youngest 
and Suresh Kilpady as the senior most players. Sa-
maj young ladies also joined to display their skill and 
the whole game exhibited a happy family spirit. Heble 
Nageshmam officiated as Umpire. 

 South led by Ravi Karnad won the toss and 

Report

Picnic and Sports Day, 2014
ShaShi bailoor, lonDon

elected to bat and scored 78 runs in their 15 over 
innings.  North Team led by Ranjan Adur flour-
ished with a good opening partnership between Sa-
chin Gulwadi and Anand Shenoy but once they 

retired the rest of the team collapsed 
with Laura for the South team taking 
three wickets in her first over. The North 
finished surprisingly on 76 runs and the 
South recorded a win three years in a 
row. In keeping up with his namesake, 
the Little Master – Tendulkar, Sachin 
Gulwadi scored 41 runs, the highest 
score and was declared Man of the 
Match.

 Nageshmam presented the ‘Anil Bhat’ 
Trophy to South’s captain, Ravi Karnad. 
A number of cameramen/women clicked 

pictures of the two teams and also of the whole group 
assembled for the day. 

 Icing on the cake of the day’s fun proceed-
ings were three Birthday celebrations. Colourful 
balloons with number 18 and ‘Happy Birthday’ 
banners could be seen on display in honour of Al-
pana Sajip who had turned 18. Other birthday 

celebrities were Kosha Karnad and Umesh and  
Pratibha Tavanandi’s grandson darling little  
Alwyn who was going on to 2. Candles placed on 
beautifully decorated cakes were lit. Then Alpana, 
Kosha and Alwyn blew the candles and cut the cake 
to chorus singing of ‘Happy Birthday to you - - - - - -

After enjoying the tasty birthday cake families 
started to disperse one by one and that was a sweet 
ending to the glorious day’s programme. 
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VASANT A. GOLIKERI

Wife: Radha (Amuli)
Son & Daughter-in-law: Sudhir & Ranjana

Daughter & Son-in-law: Geeta & Kashinath
Grandchildren & Spouses: Ranjeet (Reshma), Hrishikesh (Radhika), Rima, Rohit & Rita 

 Great Grandchildren: Tara, Trisha & Vihaan 

BIRTH CENTENARY – REMEMBRANCE
 

30.10.1914                                                       30.10.2014                      

Beautiful Lake Manasarovar
Sri Kailas  (as seen from Manasarovar)

Sri Kailas Parikrama Begins

Divine Gowri 
Kund

Sri Kailas Manasarovar Yatra (Article on the next page)

Photo credit: 
Vijay Kalambi, 

Vileparle
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Sri Kailas Manasarovar Yatra (KMY) is the biggest 
among the big four Yatras in India/Tibet, the other 
three being Sri Amarnath Yatra, the Char Dham 
Yatra and Sri Narmada Yatra (circumambulation of 
holy river Narmada – about 3000 kms). Having ac-
complished these other three Yatras in the years 2012 
and 2013, we thought that it was now the opportune 
moment to attempt the biggest of them all – the KMY. 

This being the “Year of the Horse” for the Tibet-
ans and Kumbha Mela (once in 27 years) at Kailas 
Manasarovar, the Chinese Govt. were allotting Visas 
to only 50 persons per day via Nepal route. We were 
on tenterhooks when our Visa did not arrive even 4 
days before the departure day. To top it all, our tour 
operator sent an SMS that the Yatra was cancelled. 
Before we could get over the shock the Gods favoured 
us; our Visa was e-mailed the very next day (3 days 
before departure). 

 On Sunday July 6, 2014, we boarded the 
flight to Kathmandu. The Yatra was on. Our Group 
comprised 13 members - few relatives and friends. 
Eventually, another Group joined us to complete 50 
members as per the Visa list.

At Kathmandu we were accommodated in “Gokar-
na Jungle Resort” a 5-star hotel located inside a 350 
acre jungle, where the former rulers of Nepal once 
hunted game. Next morning (July 7) we sought 
blessings from Goddess Guhyekali at Guhyeshwari 
Temple (a Shakti Peeth) and Lord Pashupatinath at 
the Pashupatinath Temple and proceeded to Kodari, 
the town bordering Nepal-Tibet. On July 8, after 
completing immigration formalities, we crossed the 
Friendship Bridge into Zhangmu, Chinese territory 
and boarded a bus to reach Nylam for a 2 day accli-
matisation stay at the Shi-Sha-Bha-Ma hotel. 

At Nylam (about 12,700 feet above sea level), we 
were greeted with gusts of cold winds, intermittent 
rain and depleted Oxygen levels. We took out our 
woollens gratefully. We were advised to perform all 
movements at slow speed, as brisk activity induced 

Travelogue:

Sri Kailas Manasarovar Yatra 
July 6 to 18, 2014

vijay kalaMbi, MuMbai

breathlessness. At the end of 2 days we got fairly used 
to the new climatic environment. 

On 10th morning we left for New Dongba; enroute 
we breezed through Lalungla Pass, skirted Paigu-Tso 
lake & Brahmaputra river. Next day after a security 
check at the Chinese reception centre we shifted 
into a CNG bus that took us along the shores of the 
Great Holy Lake Manasarovar.  What a beautiful sight 
was the Great Lake. The glittering crystal clear waters 
displayed amazing shades of blue colour spread over 
its vast surface receding in the distance. 

The Gods favoured us again. The weather was 
perfect, sunny, no chilly breeze, perfect conditions for 
a dip in the holy waters. At the far end of the Lake we 
got our first view of the Great Holy Kailas Mountain. 
It was a breathtaking sight. 

  Overnight we stayed in a lodge near the shores 
of Holy Manasarovar at a village called Shiv Gum-
pha. Next day July 12 was “Guru Poornima”. Again 
the Gods favoured us. The weather was perfect. We 
offered Sri Shiva Poojan and Sri Guru Poojan to our 
Revered Guruji on the shores of Holy Manasarovar, 
a once in a lifetime opportunity.

After lunch we left for Darchen, a village from 
which the Kailas Parikrama commenced on July 
13. Each of us was allotted a horse along with the 
keeper-cum-porter, who would be with us throughout 
the 3 day Yatra. That afternoon we reached Dirapuk 
(16,500 feet) and were housed in another mud-house 
lodge. 

There we were stunned to gaze at Holy Mount 
Kailas at almost touching distance, or so we thought. 
A few bold amongst us huffed and puffed up a steep 
incline (being low oxygen area) to reach closer to the 
Divine Mountain. We were warned not to proceed 
beyond the fence as per tradition. 

Awesome sight it was; face to face with the Holy 
Heavenly Kailas; I was speechless in that Great Si-
lence. A sense of blissful peace, tranquillity, harmony 
touched my Soul. Was I seeing God.............?  Was I 

Photo credit: 
Vijay Kalambi, 

Vileparle
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in Heaven.................?  Wow!  My mind sank into a 
meditative state.

Soon, I gathered my wits to click some wonderful 
close-ups of the Great Holy Kailas. I noticed that 
there was hardly any snow on this side of the Holy 
Mountain. However, as if in answer to my thoughts, 
thunder clouds announced their arrival in the dis-
tance. I quickly scampered down to base. My wife and 
colleagues were anxiously waiting for me. Light rain 
greeted us. And Lo and Behold ... Nature’s Marvel! 
The Holy Mountain was soon covered with a light 
blanket of snow. 

It was growing dark and we retired to our mud-
house for dinner and rest. Next day’s hike was going 
to be the toughest of them all. 

July 14 dawned. We began the 2nd day’s Parikrama 
at 6 am. It was a slow, continuous climb for the horses 
up the steep trail. It was drizzling and bitterly cold. 
We were wearing 3 layers of clothes, besides woollen 
innerwear, sweater, Downs’ jacket, gloves, monkey 
cap, goggles and to top it all a Poncho to ward off 
the rain and cold.

On a particularly steep stony pathway, the saddle 
of the pony carrying my wife broke loose and she 
collapsed in a heap among the stones. Again the 
Gods favoured us. Even as I watched helplessly from 
atop my horse, she fell down like a flower on the 
sharp stones. It was hard to believe, but she did not 
get even a single scratch in the melee. Later that day, 
she even gave up wearing neck belt (for spondylosis) 
and orthopaedic waist belt (for lower back pain) and 
trekked like a professional. Namah Parvati Pataye 
Hara Hara Mahadeva! Truly, Miracles abound in 
that Holy Land. 

We continued uphill and after an arduous climb 
reached the highest point of the Parikrama – the 
Dolma-La Pass (18,600 feet above sea level). From 
atop this point on the mountainous path we sighted 
the most Divine Gowri Kund. Another astounding sight. 
Beautiful green coloured Lake. 

From this point onwards we disembarked from our 
horses and trekked downhill for about 6 kilometres 
over another steep pathway passing over a snowy 
glacier glistening in the sun. The weather turned 
sunny and there was no chilly breeze to freeze us. 
Few Tibetan teenagers helped the Yatris to descend 
carefully down the steep mountainous path.

 Late evening we reached Zuthulpuk to retire for 
the night in another mud-house lodge. Next morning 
July 15, saw us saddling up the horses for the last 
time, as this was the final day of the Great Kailas 
Parikrama. After a couple of hours of riding along the 
Brahmaputra River, we trekked the final 6 kilometres 
to reach a point near the opposite side of the banks 
of Holy Manasarovar. Our CNG bus brought us back 
to New Dongba & Nylam, via Darchen.

We could complete the memorable Sri Kailas 
Manasarovar Yatra without any hitch, only with the 
blessings from Poojya Swamiji and our Guru Param-
para. Namah Parvati Pataye Hara Hara Mahadeva!

We left for Mumbai by air on July 18, 2014, our 
minds still soaked in thoughts of the Heavenly Him-
alayas. 

Swinging  luck

Wherefrom oh god,
This sudden unexpected opaque blockage

That blinds my new found vision?

But now with your merciful grace and 
blessing,

The thick veil lifts up,
Slowly, very slowly though,
Until the brightness grows
Brighter than I can bear.

And now I decipher
The subtle difference

Between the normal and the abnormal
Vagaries of mortal  existence.

And I humbly realise,
That in spite of all our fortifications,
How delicately   human life hangs

On an invisible string,
Swayed by luck, fate or destiny,

That can snap or strengthen,
Any moment

At your command!

Kusum Gokarn
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A koel lived on a tree close by,
With her fledgelings, too young to fly.

But soon they had outgrown their nest,
And could hardly snuggle in for a quiet rest.

Said the koel, “O little darlings,
Nature has given you such beautiful wings.

Why don’t you try to fly high,
Under the canopy of the broad blue sky”.

 Looking down, one said  
“Oh my! it looks so scary”,

Another looking up thought the misty  
clouds were eerie.

The third birdie said   
“Mama, it really frightens me,

To hear of the terrible  
things these both see.”

 “Mum dear, we will do whatever you say,
Only please don’t ask us to fly away.”

But, the koel saw her neighbours’  
empty nest,

And wanted to do what was for their best.

The birdies from the neighbouring tree,
Had flown into the world, light and free.

The koel also wanted her  
little ones to be blest,

For each little one to live in its own nest.

 Her gentle coaxing fell on deaf ears,
But, she had to do the best for her dears :
“Maybe I will have to be cruel, to be kind-

To get them to fly, somehow -  
a way I must find”

 Resolutely, she flew right up to  
the tallest crag,

And swooped down on her nest, to drag;
With the force and impact of that  

powerful lunge
The nest fell off the branch, in  

a steep plunge.

 The terrified fledgelings shrieked and cried
But, did what they had resisted and decried: 
They flapped their wings and flew up high,

And then soared up towards  
the bright blue sky.

 
They were so happy in their  

newfound freedom
They chirped merrily in their airy kingdom.

They flew up and down,  
swooped all around,

Their joy and mirth knew no bound.
 

The koel felt all alone and gave a sigh, 
But was happy that she got them up  

so high.
With a tear of loneliness in one eye:  

the mother
Also had a tear of happiness in the other.

By Sushila Shyamsundar Savkur

Sad Demise

Smt. Shalini (Manjula) Shashidhar Wagle
82 years left for Heavenly abode on 

10th September 2014

 Deeply Mourned by: 
Sharad Wagle & family,

 Srikala Murdeshwar (nee wagle) & family,
 Prema, Gaurang Wagle & family,

 Sushma & Shibani Wagle,
Kishore Wagle & family,

 Prashant, Neha,Supriya soraiyur,
 Brothers, sisters, near & dear ones.

 May her soul rest in peace.

Kind Cruelty
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As I sit on this hot and humid June evening, I’m 
reminiscing about the experiences of the last couple 
of years, which have been tough and definitely far 
from ideal. But without those experiences, I would 
never have been what I am today. When I left my 
previous job in December, 2011 to study for my CA 
Final exams to be held in May, 2012, I thought that 
my journey of becoming a Chartered Accountant was 
near its sweet end. But what I failed to realise was that 
life rarely went according to plan. In those months 
of study leave, I barely studied and as a result, failed. 

Since I had been working continuously for a good 
part of the previous five years, spending six months 
from January to June in the confines of the four walls 
of my home was torturous. Someone rightly said that 
“an empty mind is a devil’s workshop”, and I learnt 
firsthand the kind of havoc an empty mind could cre-
ate. In those circumstances, just working somewhere 
was a priority, as I realised that it was important to 
use my time productively. In early July, 2012 I got a 
call to join a reputed Steel Manufacturing Company, 
as a part of the Treasury Department. When I got 
this opportunity to start afresh, I promptly grabbed 
it without any reluctance.

After joining my job, challenges began to mount 
right at the initial stage since I was working in a 
completely new area. When I again appeared for the 
exam, I had to again taste failure. The result came 
as a shock to me since I had studied this time. I was 
depressed for several days and wondered whether I 
would ever pass or not. That failure together with 
the tough work environment really challenged me. 
However, after a few days, when the sadness went 
away and I could think straight, I realised that I had 
not studied well enough even though I thought that 
I had.

Unlike other examinations, CA requires a lot 
more effort. I believe that was the turning point in 
my professional and academic career. I had failed 
earlier too in CA exams, but no failure had hurt the 
way this one did. And when failure hurts, one out 

of the two things happen, you either follow on the 
path you had set out on, or you quit. As I knew that 
I could do better, I decided to give it another shot 
and registered for one Group, which comprises of four 
papers. By then, most of my friends from school and 
college had become Chartered Accountants and I was 
one of the few people left in my batch still pursuing 
the course. At times, this feeling of not clearing the 
exam filled me with sadness and jealousy. 

The months from February to April 2013 were 
one of the toughest of my life. I had to leave home at 
quarter to nine in the morning and on an average, I 
used to work in Office till eight. After reaching home, 
I would have dinner and study till about one o’clock. 
The next day, I would get up at six and study till about 
eight after which I would get ready for office. The first 
few days of this routine were tough, and I cribbed my 
fair share, but later, I settled into the groove and the 
schedule became second nature to me. Since I had 
a heavy workload, I only had ten days leave whereas 
ideally CA exam requires minimum two months of 
rigorous hard work.

People had now started asking me to quit giving 
CA and instead concentrate on the job. Initially, all 
this advice disturbed me, but as the time passed, I 
learnt to deal with it. I believe that is better to deal 
with our detractors tactfully rather than wasting our 
energy in trying to convince them of the merits of 
our plan. 

The first paper didn’t go well and I missed thirty 
marks. Even though I felt bad about that momentarily, 
I didn’t let that deter me. I would study for about 18 
hours for the remaining exams, not letting any stone 
go unturned, even if it meant that I would become 
sleepy while writing the paper. That was my third 
attempt and somewhere in my mind I knew that 
this was a make or break attempt. I had a feeling 
that if I didn’t clear that time, it would damage my 
confidence irreversibly. In spite of that, my focus 
was not on passing, but instead it was on putting my 
maximum effort. During those six days, I was focused 

The Young Viewpoint

The Best Thing That Happened To Me
arjun heMMaDy
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only on revising the portion before the exam began. 
In the previous attempt, I had failed because I had 
not studied well a day before the exam. This time, I 
didn’t want to repeat the same mistake. 

On the day of the results, I was surprisingly calm. 
When the results were declared, my father called me 
up and told me that I had passed. I felt a huge weight 
lifted off my shoulders since I had passed with exactly 
200 marks. To be honest, I felt more relieved than 
happy as I realised that I was on the right path, and 
that if I continued doing what I had done before I 
would succeed. 

But fortunately or unfortunately, life is a collec-
tion of peaks and troughs. As I had succeeded in the 
examination when everybody thought I could not, it 
made me feel overconfident. I became cocky and did 
not study well for the last Group. This exam was also 
historic since as opposed to pass percentage 10-30% 
in the previous few years, this time it was only 3%. 
Once again, I had to taste the bitter medicine called 
failure. Unlike the last time when I had failed, my 
reaction this time was of acceptance as I knew that 
given my inadequate efforts, I did not deserve to pass. 

Before joining my current job, I was impatient, 
irritable, hot tempered, looked for the easy way out 
and gave up easily. However, the experiences of the 
past years have taught me to work hard, control my 
temper and most importantly, to never give up. Every 
time we don’t succeed in an endeavour, we tend to 
point fingers at a particular person or event to deflect 
the blame for our failure. 

One of the most overused excuses we have when 
we fail in our endeavours is the claim that we didn’t 
have enough time. The difference between successful 
people and the unsuccessful ones is that the former 
are willing to put in the effort required of them in-
stead of worrying about the supposed lack of time or 
cribbing about other unfavourable conditions. When 
I gave my first attempt of CA Final in May 2012, I had 
four months to study – January to April. However, 
instead of studying, I wasted my time watching tele-
vision and videos on the internet. I make no bones 
about the fact that I failed because I was lazy. The 
prospect of sitting in one place and studying for hours 
on end terrified me. The fear of not understanding 
what I was studying also increased my fear factor. I 

believe that everybody has fear, but the people who 
end up being successful are the ones who are able to 
control their fear and not let their fear control them. 

Another thing I learnt during my experiences 
was that one must not pray for getting something 
like passing an examination or getting a promotion. 
I analysed that if I had passed in May 2012 when I 
knew I had not studied well, I may have been selected 
in a much higher position than what I have today and 
there would have been numerous people answerable 
to me. On the flip side, these very people would ask 
me their doubts and queries expecting me to answer 
them, by virtue of me being in a higher position. As 
I would then have been sans the required knowledge 
and experience, I would not have been in a position to 
answer those queries, thus degrading my impression. 
But now, because I have worked at a lower level for 
the past two years, I have learnt things in a more 
detailed manner and hence, am in a good position to 
guide my colleagues, should the need arise. 

One more important thing I have learnt is that we 
won’t achieve or get anything before the right time. I 
realised that whenever I have failed in an examina-
tion, it was not only because I didn’t study well, but 
also because I would not have been able to handle 
the success. Looking in hindsight, if I had passed in 
May 2012 or the subsequent examination, it would 
have filled me with a sense that it is not necessary to 
work hard to achieve something. That would have 
given me a wrong message. 

Success is not guaranteed in every situation. 
There will obviously be times when we would fail. 
When approaching a problem or challenge, instead 
of worrying about the outcome, it is always better if 
we go in with an attitude of giving our best. At the 
end, that is the only thing that is really in our hands. 

Knowing all such things really helped me as I could 
control the controllables and not ponder about 
things which were outside my control. To be honest, 
the thought of the result of my actions did cross my 
mind, but I tried my level best not to obsess about 
them. In hindsight, I believe that failure has been 
one of the best things to have happened in my life. 
It was like a bitter medicine needed by a sick patient 
in order to become healthy again. Failure was the 
kick which woke me up from my slumber. It silenced 
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my ego and mellowed my temper. It made me do 
things which I didn’t believe I could do, made me 
push myself beyond my self-imposed limits. It made 
me look for a solution, instead of cribbing about the 
problem. There will no doubt be many more battles 
in my life and it is unrealistic to assume that I will 
end up victorious all the time. There will be times 
when I will fail. In those situations, I wish to not take 
success to my head and failure to my heart. 

We imagine ourselves to be the agents of our des-
tiny, capable of determining our own fate. But have 
we truly any choice in when we rise or fall? What is 
the optimum mix between hard work and luck which 
ensures that we end up victorious? The secret to suc-
cess has been debated for centuries on end without a 
unanimously agreeable answer. 

To sum up, I will give a quote from a song sung by 
the Irish Band ’The Dubliners’. 

“Don’t give up till it’s over, don’t quit if you can. 
The weight on your shoulders will make you a 

stronger man. 
Grasp your nettle tightly, though it will burn. 
Treat your failures lightly, your luck is bound to 

turn.”

Report

Website of Avadi Math Launched
By  Arun Ubhayakar

During Shri Krishna Jayanti Celebrations at Shri Avadi Math,Mallapur, on the auspicious day of 
Krishnashtami, Ubhayakars/Chandavarkars etc. assembled in the Parijnaanashram 
Hall for the launching ceremony of the website for Shri Avadi Math. On behalf of the 
Trust, Shri Arun S. Ubhayakar, Hon.Secretary, gave a  Power-Point presentation and 
explained the highlights of the WebSite. All the devotees  were thrilled and expressed 
their pleasure with  continuous applause.

This website has been excellently designed by Shri Naresh D. Chandavarkar. The 
address of the site is www.avadimathmallapur.comyr.com. The family members and 
others  who open the website are requested to give their suggestions in the column 
“Feedback” of the website. The  main points of website are 1. History of Mallapur and 

Avadi Math 2. Ramavallabhadas 3. Founding Fathers 4. Details of Vrita 5. Divti (Panjo) 6. Gondhal and 
Ashtavadhan.

Cradling ceremony was held on Ashtami day and Avadi Samaradhana was held on Dashami. Charitra 
Pathan of Ramavallabhdas, Subrao Gopal and Shanta Narayan was done by Shri Chaitanya Ubhayakar.

Pushpalankar of Jai flowers and Jagaran was done on Dwadashi . Mangal Kala and Palki Utsav were held 
on Triyodashi. Samuhik Prarthana was offered by the Malamudradhikari , Shri Narendra Ubhayakar for the 
welfare of all. The celebrations ended with Ede Puja at Maha Ganapati  and Kankan Visarjan on next day.

A Visit to the Zoo
Arundhati J Savkoor, Bangalore

(A true to life poem for children)

The strangest scene that I saw
In the zoo the other day

Was that all the birds and animals
Were happy even in the midst of captivity

The white peacock danced in all his glory
It was a sight for the Gods to see

The black cheetah pretended it was his own 
home
Strode up and down the 

cage majestically
The giraffe and the Zebra 

in block and stripe
Praised their Maker 

geometrically

A pretty pond enhanced 
the place

Lent it beauty and grace
Three pink lotuses with their green plates

With arms outstretched holding
White petals from the overhanging tree

Which it had showered on a blessing spree.
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This is a first-person story beginning over half 
a century ago, of how an injustice inflicted was a 
blessing in disguise. 

I was brought up in Madras (now Chennai) in 
a liberal middle-class Saraswat family. Carefree 
and sixteen-plus in mid-1958, I had just passed the 
Pre-University course in the first class, with distinc-
tion in physics and chemistry that earned me the 
Madras Christian College prize for Physical Sciences 
for that year. My mind was set on studying electrical 
engineering at the College of Engineering at Guindy 
in Madras, and there was no doubt in my mind about 
my getting admission. I went along with two of my 
school and pre-university classmates, for the admis-
sion interview for the Guindy College of Engineering. 
My interview was perfunctory, restricted to asking 
my name and father’s name, while my classmates’ 
interviews took some time. When the results were 
announced days later, though my friends’ names were 
listed for admission, my name was missing. 

I was upset, but my father provided me with 
reasons for rejection which he, poor man, had an-
ticipated. The Chairman of the interview board was 
Mr.Appadurai, Chief Engineer of the Madras Electric-
ity System (MES) as it was then called, and my father 
was President of the MES Workers Union. Hence 
they were frequently on opposite sides of workmen’s 
demands and disputes. Moreover, Mr.Appadurai was 
a promoter of the prevalent strong anti-”upper-caste” 
sentiment. But this did not lessen my disappointment 
at being discriminated against for no fault of mine. 

I easily gained admission to the BSc(Physics) 
course in another college while my classmates joined 
the Guindy College of Engineering. It was about this 
time that my cousin’s husband, an army officer whom 
I had always looked up to, was posted to Bangalore 
after years spent in north India. My interactions 
with him caused me to forget my dream of studying 
engineering, and I decided to join the army. 

In The First Person
IT’S ALL ABOUT ENGINEERING

“Thank you, Mr.Appadurai !”
Maj Gen S.G.voMbatkere 

I applied for entry to the Indian Military Academy 
(IMA) and was selected in late 1960. I was then well 
into a first class in the final year of BSc(Physics), and 
had also been awarded the Presidency College Cen-
tenary Prize for All-Round Performance (academics, 
sports and extra-curricular activities). Once again, 
everything was going well for me. But the college 
Principal, Dr. T. Balakrishnan Nair, was unwilling to 
permit me to discontinue studies in January of 1961 
when my final exams were in April of that same year. 
I believe that my father interceded with him to allow 
me to go, as I had been disappointed once already and 
he did not want me to suffer another disappointment. 
Most fathers would not have been so understanding. 
And so I joined the army in January 1961. 

IMA was a new world full of challenges. It was in 
the spring of 1961 during my first of four 6-month 
terms in IMA that I visited the home of a Saraswat 
gentleman in the Forest Research Institute campus 
adjoining IMA, and met his daughter Asha, then 
sixteen. I visited their home in the adjacent FRI 
campus frequently thereafter to enjoy her mother’s 
excellent cooking, and Asha and I quickly grew fond 
of each other. One year later, we were engaged. And 
in December 1962, my beaming father looked on as 
my mother and Asha pinned a Corps of Engineers 
Second Lieutenant’s star on each of my epaulettes 
at a ceremony after the Final Parade. 

So here I was, a commissioned officer of the In-
dian Army, but a college drop-out! The door to an 
engineering education had been slammed in my face, 
but I had walked through another door to a career in 
the Corps of Engineers, starting with learning combat 
engineering at the College of Military Engineering. 

As a young officer I gained experience in combat 
engineering in a field unit located in the Kumaon 
Himalayas, and was fortunate that the unit moved 
into active contact with Pakistani forces in the Sialkot 
sector of the India-Pakistan war of 1965. Here I 

Down Memory Lane
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gained real-time operational combat engineering 
experience, including conducting a stealthy night 
reconnaisance of a Pakistani minefield. 

Military disengagement following the Tashkent 
talks saw me back in the College of Military Engi-
neering, for the A.M.I.E Diploma in civil engineering. 
Marriage in May 1965 and starting a family engaged 
me in this phase, but I earned an ‘A’ grade in studies. 
Restricting my narrative to engineering, the Uni-
versity of Poona accepted the Diploma ‘A’ grade in 
lieu of a degree, I was admitted to the M.E course in 
civil engineering, and was awarded the M.E degree in 
1974. It sounded good – Master of Engineering! Wow! 
My dream of becoming an engineer had crossed the 
boundaries of my expectations but, unnoticed by me, 
my “engineering” dream was still unfolding. 

I spent the next five years gaining experience in 
structural engineering design and executing projects 
on the ground. In 1979, while posted in Madras, 
I learnt that the Indian Institute of Technology 
(I.I.T) was offering admission for the PhD degree 
for “external registration” candidates. I applied and 
was admitted, because my M.E degree was in the 
first class with distinction. My father, who held him-
self somehow responsible for my disappointment in 
1958, had the satisfaction of seeing me win a master’s  
degree and register for PhD in engineering, before 
he died in 1980. 

I took furlough (half-pay leave) to complete the 
two-semester mandatory course requirement for PhD. 
This was an economic hardship that Asha and our 
sons bore without murmur, bless them. But before I 
could think of research, I was posted in April 1982 
to command a Border Roads Task Force in Ladakh. 
There, amidst the engineering experience I gained, 
was design and construction of a small bridge over an 
ice body, which serendipitously turned out to be the 
world’s highest motorable bridge. The 30-months-
long high-pressure assignment in Ladakh resulted in 
complete disconnection from academics. 

Unexpectedly and happily for me, in early 
1984, Government authorised study leave hitherto  
unavailable for army officers. I applied immediately 
and was granted 24-months study leave at I.I.T., 
Madras. I left Ladakh in October and joined I.I.T to 

start my research work, and was awarded the PhD 
degree in civil structural dynamics in 1987. In 1990, 
I was Chief Engineer of a project and in 1993, an 
instructor in the College of Military Engineering. 
Thus, my dream of becoming an engineer went far 
beyond what I had set out doing. 

Mr.Appadurai’s name has cropped up often 
through the years. However now in 2014, it is not 
about his injustice 56 years ago but because of the 
happiness that Asha and I enjoy, having celebrated 
our 49th wedding anniversary. Thank you so much 
Mr.Appadurai, from both of us! 

About the Author : Maj Gen S. G. Vombatkere 
retired in 1996 from the post of ADG DV in Army 
HQ AG’s Branch. President of India awarded him the 
Visishta Seva Medal (VSM) on Republic Day 1993 
for distinguished services rendered while serving in 
Ladakh. He is engaged in voluntary work with Mysore 
Grahakara Parishat (MGP) in Mysore where he is 
settled, and is also a member of NAPM and PUCL. 
As Adjunct Associate Professor in International 
Studies of University of Iowa, USA, he coordinates 
and lectures undergraduate students from U.S and 
Canadian universities on sustainable development.
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Kids do come out with such rare and unexpected 
utterences or behaviour at times that we, adults are 
completely bowled over.  These little ones have a 
mind of their own, a strong will, and the courage to 
express themselves when the time comes,  without 
any shyness or fear (which alas, we adults lack many 
a time). I am a grandmother of six and now a great 
grandmother of a 2 ½ year old Aarush. So, I shall 
start with the youngest of them all.

Aarush  stays in the neighbouring flat, on the same 
floor, in the building where we stay. Every time his 
mother takes him out, while returning he insists on 
knocking on our door. When she tells him, “don’t 
trouble them at this time”, he argues back, “But 
Amma Anna are my best flends (meaning friends),  
I must meet and say Hi to them.”  He speaks in his 
very own cute ‘Chochad’ English. (By the way, we 
are universal Amma & Anna to everyone, including 
our Bai, driver, neighbours etc.). Another fetish of 
his is CARS. He knows the names of all the cars, 
which we haven’t the faintest idea of.  My son’s car 
Mendra (Mahindra) XUV 500, Nani’s (grandma 
Krishna) Hundai Verna,  to Santro to Lambongini 
to Ferrari, the list is unending. In Marathi a saying 
goes,  “Mulache paay palnyat distaat”. Don’t know 
how far it can be true.   

My grandson Chirag, at the age of 5, some years 
ago,  wanted us to come from Virar (where we were 
staying earlier) to attend the “Grandparents Day” in 
his school,  and would not take a no from us whatever 
the problems we posed of travelling etc. And when he 
proudly held our hands and entered the auditorium, 
he had the expression as if he had conquered the 
world!!  All through the function, again and again he 
would look back at us where we were sitting, showing 
off to his friends his grandparents and feeling sad for 
some of his friends whose grandparents could not 
attend. Such moments are very precious for the little 
one, as well as for his grandparents.

Nammu (Namrata) was hardly 4 years old when 
one day she knocked on our door in Anandashram. 
She is  related to my daughter Krishna from the 
Chandavarkar side. Since I was alone in the house I 
went to the door and looked through the ‘magic eye’. 

Seeing no one 
I just ignored 
it. Hearing a loud knock the second time I actually 
opened the door and saw  the diminutive figure of 
Nammu standing there patiently. Very politely she  
asked me, “Amma, can I come in and chat with you?” 
I was floored  and it took me a minute to  say “Yes of 
course,  please come in.”  Assuming  a  very adult-
like attitude she sat comfortably in a chair, absolutely 
relaxed. The first question of the so-called chat was, 
“Can I call you Amma, just like Kavitatai calls you 
(her cousin sister, Krishna’s daughter, my granddaugh-
ter)?” I replied that of course she could. But then it 
was my turn to ask her whether her Mother knew 
that she had come to our house. She very vehemently 
said “Of course I told Mamma and  Amamma (whom 
they were visiting ) that I wanted to visit you.”  Very 
hesitantly I asked whether she would like to have 
some milk with Bournvita or some fruit juice. Without 
any delay  she said she would prefer juice, milk was 
for small kids. While drinking juice and munching 
on biscuits, she went on to tell me about her school, 
friends, that she came first in a running race etc etc, 
without any inhibitions or shyness. When her granny 
phoned and asked me to send her back since it was 
lunchtime, she got up reluctantly, but not before 
asking me, “ Amma, can I come again to visit you  
when we come to Anandashram next time?”  To this 
day I just can’t get over that incident, which indeed 
was flattering enough for me. We teased her a lot 
about it when a week ago they  had come to invite 
us for her wedding.

We had gone visiting some friends and there we 
got to see the most amusing incident. Their 5 year 
old  daughter was crying away. Even the big  bar of 
chocolate we had carried for her would not pacify 
her and stop her sobs. We asked our friends what  the 
reason was which disturbed her so much, and  they 
burst out laughing, which puzzled us no end. Said the 
mother, trying to control her laughter, “We were all 
going through our wedding album and Neha started 
shouting, threw a hell of a tantrum and finally is still 
sobbing. She has a complaint that in all that fun- filled 
event she is not there. She just cannot forgive us for 

Kidzania
kunDa kaGal, waDala
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not inviting her for our wedding”. Now when Neha 
is a grown up teenager attending college, we take 
every opportunity of teasing her and she too joins in 
with a hearty laugh.  

 Here are a few jokes about some such cool, smart 
little people, collected by me for everyone to enjoy at 
the Diwali time : —-          

Three little girls are discussing very seriously the 
phenomenon  of birth.  Mary says, “ Do you know I 
was sent by God  with a stork who carried me in his 
beak and handed me over to my mom”.  Jane said 
very pompously, “There is a very big, posh hospital 
where they make babies, and my mom bought me 
from there”. Nancy,  very humbly declared “But, we 
are poor you know, so my Mother just brought me out 
of her stomach only”.  (Oh dear, how sad indeed!!)   

A little boy saw his new-born baby sister in the 
ICU, with tubes stuck to her palms and feet and con-
nected to the Monitor. When he returned home, his 
father teased him, “Why didn’t you bring your little 
sister with you?”  “But Papa”, he said “, “she is still 
getting charged”.  (The techno savvy kid of today!!)

 “My  granny gives me pocket money”, said 5 year 

old  Meena to her friend. Shreya, not one to lag 
behind,  didn’t hesitate to say, “ My granny gives me 
pocket money too, but Papa puts it in the bank so 
that it gets interesting”.((Undoubtedly,  the gen-next 
Banker par excellence !!) 

A little boy  declared, “When I grow up, I am 
going to marry you Mommy”. “ You can’t marry  your 
own  mother, silly boy”, said his  older sister. “Then 
I will marry you”.  “you can’t marry me either, you 
can’t marry someone in your own family”. He looked 
confused and exclaimed shouting,  “ You mean I have 
to marry a total stranger?”  (Wait till you grow up 
darling!!) 

 A  three year old boy was taken for a haircut by 
his mother. When the barber finished, the little fellow 
started crying and said he had wanted it cut like his 
Dad’s — with a hole in the middle. (Hero worship 
indeed!!)

All these repartees and retorts just go to prove that 
we cannot afford to underestimate our little ones. 
They indeed know their mind and don’t hesitate to  
respond to any given situation without a fear in the 
world !!!

Meera
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Marathi 3

AmO Am¡a A~
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The Best Management Lesson
Our former President A.P. J. Abdul Kalam when 
asked how leaders should manage failure answered 
“Let me tell you about my experience. In 1973 
I became the project director of India’s satellite 
launch vehicle programme. Our goal was to put 
India’s “Rohini” satellite in to orbit by 1980. I 
was given funds and human resources. Many of 
us worked together towards that goal. By 1979 
we thought we were ready. But unfortunately 
the satellite plunged into Bay of Bengal after the 
launch. That day, the Chairman of ISRO, Prof. 
Satish Dhawan, called a press conference. He took 
responsibility for the failure and assured the media 
that next year the team would definitely succeed.
The next year, in July 1980, we tried again to 
launch the satellite. This time we succeeded. The 
whole nation was jubilant. Again, there was a press 
conference. Prof Dhawan called me aside and told 
me, “You conduct the press conference today.” I 
learned a very important lesson that day. When 
failure occurred, the leader of the organization 
owned that failure. When success came, he gave it 
to his team. 
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Our Institutions
Balak Vrinda Education Society: Students of Mar-
athi & English Primary Schools celebrated Ashadi 
Ekadashi in July 2014 with the usual fanfare.  Chil-
dren came in traditional vaarkari attire – little boys 
in dhoti-kurta-topi & girls in 9 yard sarees, some of 
them even holding mini ‘tulasai Vrindavan’ on their 
heads.   They took out a procession in the Talmaki-
wadi Housing Society singing ‘abhangs’ & ‘bhajans’.  
A cute looking boy and girl were also dressed up as 
Vithoba & Rakumayi on this occasion.  A lovely treat 
for the eyes & melodious songs for the ears indeed!  
Similarly Gurupornima was celebrated wherein the 
importance of “Guru” in one’s life was explained 
and 2 stories were narrated.  Students too got an 
opportunity to inform about their own experiences, 
followed by singing of  bhajans.

All those students who appeared for the Govern-
ment scholarship Exam passed out successfully.  ‘Lok-
manya Tilak Jayanti’ was celebrated on 23/07/2014 
by an informative talk on his life & achievements by 
the teachers.

Different competitions were held during the 
months of July 2014 viz. Hand – Writing, Elocution, 
“Bhakti Geet” Competition etc.   Children enthusi-
astically participated in these competitions with good 
results.  Gokulashtami was also celebrated with great 
joy as the Pre- Primary kids trooped in as Radha Kr-
ishna & had the fun – loving “Govinda Dahi Handi” 
ceremony followed by garba-raas, full of merriment 
& tasty goodies to eat.  

A special workshop was organized in the School, 
conducted by Mrs. Priya Deshpande the director for 
academics at Citi Academy for Special Education 
on “Remedial Teaching” for all teachers which was 
a highly motivating & interactive session.

Reported by Geeta Balse

Chitrapur Saraswat Education & Relief Society: 
The Sixty-Eighth (68th) Annual General Meeting 

of the Chitrapur Saraswat Education & Relief Society 
(Regd.), was held on 24th August 2014. During the 
financial year 2013 – 14, an amount of Rs 20.89 Lacs 
was disbursed to 313 needy and deserving Chitrapur 
Saraswat applicants as Education Aid, Distress Relief 
and Medical Relief.

CSERS is grateful to all donors, members and well 
wishers for giving generous donations, enrolling as 
members and for the advertisements. We request for 
your continual support to help in our Objective to 
serve more and more economically weaker section 
of our Community.

The following members form the Managing Com-
mittee for the year 2014 – 15:
1. Shir Kishore S. Bijur Chairman.
2. Shri Aroon S. Padbidri Vice-Chairman.
3. Shri Gurudas U. Gulvady  Hon. Secretary.
4. Capt. Arun S. Lajami Hon. Treasurer.
5. Shri Ashok Hemmady Jt. Hon. Treasurer.
6. Shri Sunil N. Kaikini Jt. Hon. Treasurer.
7. Shri Satish B. Kalle Member.
8. Shri Ramesh M. Bijoor Member.
9. Shri Deepak M. Hemmady Member.

Reported by Gurudas Gulvady, Hon. Sec, CSERS

Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Gamdevi: On 13th Sep-
tember 2014 the 97th foundation Day Programme of 
the Saraswat Mahila Samaj was held at the Anan-
dashram Hall, Talmakiwadi. A detailed report of this 
and other programmes held in Sptember 2014 will 
be given in our November issue.

Forthcoming Programs : October 10, 2014 : Kojagiri 
Get-Together. 3.30 p.m. at the Samaj Hall, Contri-
bution – Rs. 70/- per person.

Shri Chitrapur Math – Mumbai (Grant Road) Local Sabha
Smt Ambabai Heble Bhagavad-Geeta Competition -2014

The Smt. Ambabai Heble Bhagavad Geeta Competition will be held on Sunday the 23rd November 2014 at 2.30 p.m. 
at the Smt. Indirabai Kallianpurkar Hall, Balak Vrinda Education Society, off Talmaki Wadi.  
Shlokas for memorisation and recitation for all Groups (I, II, III, IV and V) are 
        10th Chapter- Vibhootiyoga shlokas 12 to 42.
Shlokas for the Abhivyakti competition are on page 73
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Smt. Nandini Bellare (nee Mukta Golikeri)
5th July 1934 to 20th August 2014

Smt. Nandini Bellare, nee Mukta Golikeri, was the daughter of Shri Sanjiva Rao and Smt. Sulochana 
Golikeri of Gadag. She had two elder sisters and a brother who are no more with us and is survived 
by two younger sisters and a brother. She shared a very close relationship 
with all of them, growing up in a large, comfortable and open household. 
She studied in Gadag in the Municipal Marathi Shaala up to the 4th standard 
in the Marathi medium and from the 5th to the 11th in Vidya Daan Samiti High 
School in the English medium.

On marrying Ananthkrishnanand Bellare, she found a soul-mate and they 
complemented each other in every way. She was greatly encouraged in 
everything she did by him. On her marriage she was warmly welcomed into 
the Bellare family who made her one of their own.

Although not formally trained, she did neat embroidery, cutting & stitching of 
clothes, pencil sketches and painting. She was very fond of singing, listening 
to music and reading. Without formal training she sang and would set tunes for “bhajans”. She was 
part of “bhajan” groups in Chennai, New Delhi and Ahmedabad and taught “bhajans” and encouraged 
many. She used to play the “dilruba” and the harmonium. Fond of languages, she would be particular 
about speaking English, Kannada or Tamil with the proper accent and grammar. 

What she excelled in was Marathi and as a poet wrote verse in Marathi. She has written much 
remembered “swaagat geet” and “nirop geet” for HH Swamiji’s visits, “bhajans” and other verse for 
celebratory occasions in Marathi.

With her upbringing in her maternal home, being part of the Bellare family and the many cities she 
travelled to and her nature, she could get along with all types of people and keep up an interesting 
conversation with anyone. She had a very good memory for names and relationships and could 
find a common connection with anyone she met very quickly. Happy in her marriage, she liked to 
do “matchmaking”.

Besides being religious, with a deep faith in God and the Guruparampara, with passing years, 
she increasingly became spiritual along with her husband, writing spiritual verse, reading on and 
listening to spiritual and religious discourses. Her knowledge of Sanskrit helped her in this quest. 
She would spend most of her time listening to classical music and “bhaavgeet” and reading spiritual 
books and taking notes from what she read. Her good grasp and understanding of what she read 
helped her to explain philosophy in a simple manner to others.

She liked a simple elegance and neatness in her dressing and was disciplined in her routine.

 As only a mother can be and do, she had the unconditional love for her two sons and her 
daughters-in-law, whom she considered as her own daughters. She was the loving grandmother to 
her three grandchildren. More by example, than anything else, she gave the proper upbringing to 
her sons giving them the freedom to grow.

In her passing away she leaves a void that cannot be filled.

(Her eyes were donated and successfully benefited two people).

- Deeply missed by Bellare Nandan, Naren, Neha, Pragnya, Yamini, Shreesh, Shuchi and her 
relatives and friends.
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 in the University (Maharashtra University of Health 
Sciences) in August 2014. Varun completed his 
graduation (MBBS) from Grant Medical College and 
J J Group of Government Hospitals, Mumbai (2005), 
and his specialization (MS) in General Surgery from 
Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal (2010).
Dr Varun Gunavanthe was part of the surgical teams who 
performed India’s first two major Domino Swap Transplant 
Surgeries (at Bombay Hospital) on 25th June 2013 and 
25th January 2014 respectively. Varun was awarded the 
Novartis Traveling Fellowship by the Indian Society of 
Organ Transplantation (ISOT) Conference 2013. 

Here and There  
Bangalore: This month was packed with lot 

of interesting activities. On 10th August Rhug 
Upakarma was observed with Upakarma  Homa  
etc. On 13th August Punyatithi of P.P. Shrimat 
Parijnanashram swamiji III was observed with 
Ashtavadhan seva and Samoohik Gayatri japa. From 
12th to 17th Ashtami mhantyos were sung with 
Bhakti and great enthusiasm. On 17th Shri Krishna 
janmashtami was celebrated. On 18th Gopal Kallo 
was celebrated with great joy by children with Dahi 
handi (pot) breaking etc. 28th August Punyatithi 
of P.P. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji was observed 
with Ashtavadhan seva followed by Deepalankara 
and Mouna. Samoohik  Gayatri  Japa was conducted 
successfully . On 1st September vardhanti at 
Bangalore math for Annamma / Chamunda /
Marikamba Sannidhis was observed with pooja 
and Prasad vitaran. On 9th September Chaturmas 
samapti was observed with Ashtavadhan seva 
followed by live webcasting of P.P Swamiji’s Dharma 
Sabha and Aashirvachan .

Other than this there were melodious bhajan Sevas 
and vocal classical and tabla recitals by: kum. Viha 
Nagarkatti, Smt.Nirmala Balwalli , Smt. Shantini 
Yedery, Shri Ravi Kowshik, Smt. Rashmi Kalyanpur, 
kum. Juthika Nadkarni, Kum. Shreya Mudbidri, 
Smt.Sangeeta Bhatkal and students, tabla recital by 
Chi.Prithvish Kumble and Kum. Uttara Nadkarni. 
Prarthana Varg offered a cultural program with bhajan 
seva, dance and drama ,as Chaturmas seva. 

Smt.Shalini Kalyanpur who is 91 yrs old recited 
sankshipta Guruparampara without referring to the 

Personalia

Aditi Arur, daughter of Ashok and Dr. Sushama 
Arur was awarded Doctorate of Philosophy on 29th 
August 2014 from University of 
Minnesota, USA. Earlier, Aditi 
taught medical pharmacology in India 
and China before she switched gears 
to her current field in Comparative 
and International Development 
Education. Her dissertation titled 
“Producing ‘Science/Fictions’ 
about the rural and urban poor: 
Community-based learning at a Medical College 
in South India” looked at how a community-based 
teaching program at a medical college produced 
cultural knowledge about communities living in 
a rural area and an urban slum from urban, upper 
and middle-class gender perspectives. She termed 
this cultural knowledge as “science/fictions”, that is, 
knowledge shaped in part by direct interactions but 
also by imagination as informed by media, popular 
cultural stereotypes, and national and international 
ideologies of governance.  

Priyanka Yogesh Tiwari continued her dream 
run academically by standing 1st in Mithibai College 

for FY, SY and TYBA Philosophy (3 
years Aggregate) securing 87% and 
a CGPA of 6.87 making her also a 
University Rank Holder. She wants 
to further continue her studies by 
obtaining a B.Ed degree, paving the 
way for her to become a Teacher / 
Professor.

Rohan, son of Tanuja and Gurunandan Molahally 
of Bangalore, joined the Indian Institute of Technology 
Madras (IIT Madras) after featuring among the top 1% 
rank students in IIT-JEE 2014. Rohan’s high All-India 
rank also qualified him to all NITs. He also obtained 
high scores in the entrance exams of BITs, Pilani, 
VIT, Vellore and MIT as well as Manipal. Rohan is 
the grandson of Malathi and Sudhaker Molahally 
of Udupi and Kalpana and (late) Dattaram Bhat of 
Vile Parle. He has been a high scorer throughout his 
academic life and is a Scholar of National Talent 
Search Exam (NTSE) and a prestigious fellow 

of Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan 
Yojana (KVPY) conducted by 
IISc Bangalore. He has also been 
awarded for being National Top 1% 
in Astronomy by Indian Association 
of Physics Teachers (IAPT). He has 
high scores in SAT conducted by the 
College Board, USA and has received an invitation 
from Stanford University, USA to attend ‘Education 
Program for Gifted Youth (EPGY)’ Summer Program 
at their campus.

He was selected after an All-India School 
test to the 3 week “Infosys Spark - Catch Them 
Young’ program organized by Infosys Technologies 
Bangalore.

Rohan is also a keen quizzer and enjoys playing 
racket sports like tennis, badminton and table tennis.

Sachin Belvadi of Bangalore has been conferred 
with the  ‘Bangalore Youth Icon 2014 Award’ for 

empowering youth through 
Basketball Coaching. 

T h e  a w a r d s  w e r e 
presented  on August 
13,2014 at Sree Kanteerava 
I n d o o r  S t a d i u m , 
Bangalore to celebrate the 
International Youth Day, 
organised by the Bengaluru 

Youth Festival forum supported by the Dept. of Youth 
Empowerment and Sports, Govt. of Karnataka.

Sachin S. Belvadi is a former Karnataka State 
Senior National’s Player and presently the Coach 
of the Karnataka State Basketball Team.  He has 
trained more than 2500 players and relentlessly 
worked in his spare time over the years to actively 
promote the game of basketball in all circles.  

More recently, he reinstated Karnataka on 
the National Basketball map by fetching THREE 
Consecutive National Medals in the year 2010, 2011 
and 2012 at the Sub Juniors National Championship 
conducted by the BFI, as a coach of the Karnataka 
State Team.

Dr Varun Sanjay Gunavanthe, 
s o n  o f  S a n j a y  a n d  Vi d y a 
Gunavanthe, has passed his M.Ch. 
Urology (Genito-Urinary Surgery) 
(Super specialization) with 3rd rank
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 in the University (Maharashtra University of Health 
Sciences) in August 2014. Varun completed his 
graduation (MBBS) from Grant Medical College and 
J J Group of Government Hospitals, Mumbai (2005), 
and his specialization (MS) in General Surgery from 
Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal (2010).
Dr Varun Gunavanthe was part of the surgical teams who 
performed India’s first two major Domino Swap Transplant 
Surgeries (at Bombay Hospital) on 25th June 2013 and 
25th January 2014 respectively. Varun was awarded the 
Novartis Traveling Fellowship by the Indian Society of 
Organ Transplantation (ISOT) Conference 2013. 

Here and There  
Bangalore: This month was packed with lot 

of interesting activities. On 10th August Rhug 
Upakarma was observed with Upakarma  Homa  
etc. On 13th August Punyatithi of P.P. Shrimat 
Parijnanashram swamiji III was observed with 
Ashtavadhan seva and Samoohik Gayatri japa. From 
12th to 17th Ashtami mhantyos were sung with 
Bhakti and great enthusiasm. On 17th Shri Krishna 
janmashtami was celebrated. On 18th Gopal Kallo 
was celebrated with great joy by children with Dahi 
handi (pot) breaking etc. 28th August Punyatithi 
of P.P. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji was observed 
with Ashtavadhan seva followed by Deepalankara 
and Mouna. Samoohik  Gayatri  Japa was conducted 
successfully . On 1st September vardhanti at 
Bangalore math for Annamma / Chamunda /
Marikamba Sannidhis was observed with pooja 
and Prasad vitaran. On 9th September Chaturmas 
samapti was observed with Ashtavadhan seva 
followed by live webcasting of P.P Swamiji’s Dharma 
Sabha and Aashirvachan .

Other than this there were melodious bhajan Sevas 
and vocal classical and tabla recitals by: kum. Viha 
Nagarkatti, Smt.Nirmala Balwalli , Smt. Shantini 
Yedery, Shri Ravi Kowshik, Smt. Rashmi Kalyanpur, 
kum. Juthika Nadkarni, Kum. Shreya Mudbidri, 
Smt.Sangeeta Bhatkal and students, tabla recital by 
Chi.Prithvish Kumble and Kum. Uttara Nadkarni. 
Prarthana Varg offered a cultural program with bhajan 
seva, dance and drama ,as Chaturmas seva. 

Smt.Shalini Kalyanpur who is 91 yrs old recited 
sankshipta Guruparampara without referring to the 

text. From 22nd August to 28th August Gita Pathan 
was conducted successfully followed by Anandashram 
Ashttotara and Bilvarchana. Samoohik Gouri And 
Ganapathi Poojan was conducted successfully.

There were enlightening and informative talks 
every Tuesday by Dr.Sudha Tinaikar on Bhagvad 
Gita, which were conducted successfully . Shri 
Shivshankar Chikermane mam gave a very interesting 
talk on Shanti Mantras of the Upanishads. Smt. 
Udaya Mavinkurve also gave a very interesting and 
informative talk on “Life of Appayya Dixit”.

Yuvadhara: Yuvas manned a stall selling Samvit 
sudha and HMPP products, helped in display of 
live webcasting on weekends at Bangalore math, 
bhajan seva etc. Prarthana Jayanagar branch held 
lot of interesting activities for the month of July 
like familiarising children with culture and concepts 
like dhool bhet, Purna kumbha swagat etc. Marble 
painting was taught to the children and they used it to 
make beautiful Photo frames. They were also taught 
mudras etc. required for Guru Poojan . Everyone, 
Adults and children, enthusiastically participated in 
the garba/Dandiya dance.

Akshita Kallianpur

Chennai : August was a month with lots of 
events in the Sabha. Sadhana Panchakam was 
conducted with usual fervour. Rug Upkarma Homa 
was conducted on 10th August.  Punyathithi of 
Srimath Parijnanashram Swamiji III of Karla was 
observed with Guru Pujan and singing of bhajans on 
13th August.  

This Independence Day was celebrated in a 
special way.  Shilpa Acharya, President – Mahila 
Samaj welcomed the gathering and requested the 
President Padbidri Krishnanand Rao to hoist the 
flag.   Vande Mataram was sung by all present.  
This was followed by breakfast. Patriotic songs in 
Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, Tamil & Hindi  were sung 
individually by those present; this was interspersed 
by talks on experiences / memories / anecdotes 
about Independence Day by Sashi Rao, Indukant 
Ragde,  Karnad Chitra & Gandhidas Acharya .  It 
was interesting to note that Chitra pachi’s father 
and brothers were actively involved in the freedom 
struggle.  This event was initiated and aptly compered 
by Preetham Chandavarkar, Secretary-Mahila Samaj.

Krishna Janmashtami programmes were celebrated 
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from 17th – 24th August with Manthis on 17th & 
18th.  Cradling ceremony was on the 18th.  We had 
the benefit of Shri Rajagopal Bhatmam’s talk on 
Bhagavad Gita Chapters 12 & 15 from 19th – 22nd 
August. Now we would be chanting the verses with 
better understanding of the meaning.  Bhajans on 
Lord Krishna by Mahila Samaj on 23rd  was rendered 
with devotion.  Nagar bhajan was on 24th Aug, 
followed by  AGM of Saraswat Association & Local 
Sabha.  This was followed by bhajans, mangalarthi 
and Prasad bhojan.

Punyathiti of Shrimath Anandashram was 
observed on 28th Aug with bhajans and chanting of 
Anandashram Ashtotra.

Reported by Kavita Savoor

Kolkata: At the 68th Anniversary of our 
Independence, Saraswat Samaj, Kolkata had their 
annual Flag Hoisting ceremony at the Ved Vyasa 
premises, with a sizeable turnout. Patriot songs were 
sung in unison giving a more emotional touch to the 
occasion. This was followed by Mrs. Vijaya Kamath 
enumerating and explaining the significance of 
this occasion in verse form composed by her. The 
charged atmosphere was followed by Khottae, Vada 
and Sheera. 

Reported by Pradeep S. Nagarkatti

Hyderabad : Discourse on Dakshinamurthy 
stotram by Dharmpracharak Shri Rajagopala Bhat 
mam was organized at the residence of Shri.Uday 
Kumta from 27th to 29th June, 2014. Rajagopala 
mam with his detailed explanation interspersed with 
real life examples had the sadhakas listen attentively 
to the meaning, importance and power of each verse.

On 27th July 2014, Samuhik GuruPoojan was 
held at the residence of Shri. Kedarnath Udiyavar. 
Sadhakas chanted the mantras as Shri. Kedarnath 
Udiyavar, Shri Sameer Hattiangdi and Shri Rohit 
Hattiangdi from Yuvadhara and Anurag Sanadi, 
Shreya Sanadi from Prarthana Varg performed the 
Guru Poojan. Later Prasad bhojan was served to all 
present.

On 17th August 2014, Shri Krishna Janmashtami 
was celebrated with a Satsang held at the residence 
of Shri Satish Kallianpur. Most of the bhajans sung 
by sadhakas were dedicated to Lord Krishna and the 
evening concluded with Mangala-aarati, Mangal pada 

and Prasad bhojan.
Reported by Sameer Hattiangdi 

Mumbai – Bandra Khar : On 10th of August , 
Sadhakas performed the Upakarma on ‘Suttapunav’ 
day led by Ved. Anand Ulman at Shri Anandashram 
Math. On 17th August, a considerable audience 
gathered to celebrate Shri Krishna Janmashtami. 
Melodious bhajans and devotional songs were rendered 
by Parijnan Bhajan Mandal of Santacruz. This was 
followed by a bhajan sung by the Prarthanavarga 
children. A solo bhajan performance was given by 
Kumari.Pragati Kumta and table recital was put 
up by Kumar Yash Bijoor. The Bal Gopal Cradling 
Ceremony was followed by the much awaited ‘Fun 
Handi’ breaking. Little girls and boys clambered upon 
each other to get hold of the goodies in the ‘Fun 
handi’ amongst cheers by those gathered around. 
Samaradhana of H.H Anandashram Swamiji was 
observed with Gurupoojan by Ved.Anand Ulaman on 
28th of August in the presence of devoted sadhakas.

Reported by Shantala Trasi

Mumbai – Dadar : July-Aug’14 : Guru Poornima 
was observed with Guru Pujan at MMM Hall from 
4.30-6 pm by 5 Prarthana kids namely Shambhavi 
Balwally, Anusha Karmarkar, ShraddhaTaggarse, 
Janhavi Honavar, ShreeyaMudur, 2 Yuvatis – 
SanikaBalwalli and Niyati Puthli and Sadhika Mrs. 
Shobha Puthli.  They were assisted by Prarthana 
Teachers and volunteers.  It was a truly blissful 
experience.  Also Guru Pujan was held at Mr. Satish 
Kelkar’s residence in Matunga (E). Around 12 
sadhakas attended there.

Punyatithi of P.P. ParijnanashramSwamiji was 
observed with Guru Poojan by Yuvadhara Youths 
Ms. MitaliPuthli, Ms. Niyati Puthli, Mohit Karkal 
and Aditya Chandavar at MMM Hall from 7-8 
pm. The laity joined them in chanting the stotras.  
Mrs. Jaya Puthli spoke a few inspiring words from 
PujyaParijnanashram Swamiji’s message to the 
sadhakas.

Reported by Mrs. Shobha Puthli

Mumbai - Santacruz : On Thursday, 28th 
August Punyatithi of HH Shrimat Anandashram 
Swamiji was observed by the Sabha with Panchamrit 
Rudrabhishek and Sahasara Bilvarchinadi Pooja , 
from 3:30pm onwards. This was officiated by Ved. 
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Shri Ulman Anandbhat.
Saturday, 30th August, as part of the Ganeshotsav 

and under the joint auspices of the Sabha and The 
Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Santacruz, a Bhajan Seva, 
was arranged from 6:00 pm onwards. The melodious 
bhajans were sung by Gurubhakti Vrindagan Bhajan 
Mandal from Grant Road Sabha, and they sure had 
a hall full of devotees as captive audience! This was 
followed by Deepa Namaskar, Ashtak Mangalarati 
and Prasad.

Reported by Kavita Karnad

Mumbai – Vile Parle: Ample volunteers helped 
families from our Guruprasad Society here while 
immersing Ganapati idols in a small tank which is 
hardly ten feet deep, arranged at Hedgewar play 
ground at Main Hanuman Road at Vile Parle, 
East. “Ganapati Bappa Moraya” loud chants fill 
the air, being the first day of immersion, the streets 
resonated with the sounds of cymbals and singing 
and dancing en route while families experiencing 
both happiness and sorrow within short span of time. 
By the time reports came in around 10’o clock night 
approximately exceeding 180 immersions took place

Reported by Shrikar Talgeri, Vile-Parle (East)

New Delhi : The Samaradhana of ParamaPujya 
Shrimat Parijnanashram Swamiji III was organised 

at the residence of Shri Mahesh and Uma Kaikini 
in Gurgaon on Wednesday, 13th August evening. 
“Atharvashersha” was recited, being Sankashti 
Chaturthi.  This was followed by Shri Shri 
ParijnanashramTrayodashi, Gurubhajanastotram 
and bhajans. Yuvati-s Krishni Kaikini and Ila Gokarn, 
men and ladies took turns in singing bhajans during 
the bhajanseva offered.

Later Nitin Gokarnmaam read out PujyaSwamiji’s 
write-up on “ The joy of giving” which had appeared 
in The Speaking Tree. This was followed by 
Prashant Hoskotemaam’s narration of a miracle by 
P.P. ParijnanashramSwamiji that had occured in his 
student life. JaishankarBondalmaam spoke about  
P.P. AnandashramSwamiji’s influence on the lives of 
H. Shankar Rao who was a highly placed bureaucrat 
in the then British government  and Rao Bahadur 
Shripad Talmaki who did  exemplary seva for the 
Math, the Guru and the community.

Two aratis were specially sung in honour of 
P.P. Shrimat Parijnanashram Swamiji during the 
mangalarati. Sabha concluding prayers were chanted. 
Vitaran of  Prasad bhojana cooked by the hostess  
Uma Kaikini wrapped up an evening charged with 
great vibes and devotion. 21 members attended the 
function.

Reported by Mamta Savkur

   Shri Chitrapur Math – Mumbai (Grant Road) Local Sabha
Smt Ambabai Heble Bhagavad-Geeta Competition -2014

The Smt. Ambabai Heble Bhagavad Geeta Competition will be held on Sunday the 23rd November 2014 at 2.30 p.m. 
at the Smt. Indirabai Kallianpurkar Hall, Balak Vrinda Education Society, off Talmaki Wadi.  

Shlokas for the Abhivyakti competition are
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Alliance invited for a CSB Boy, 34 years, 5’ 7”, 
Software Engineer from good looking CSB / GSB girl. 
Please forward your Biodata, Horoscope and Photo 
to gautam.06mca@yahoo.com

Alliance invited for CSB boy, 29 yrs, 5’9”, B.E., 
MBA, well settled, working for multinational firm. 
From qualified working CSB/GSB girl, 25-28 yrs, 
please email Bio-data, Horoscope, Photograph to 
sankalp1953@gmail.com

BIRTH
Mon July 21: A son (Krrish) to Prachi & Pramit 
Bhat; grandson to Prabhakar Bhat, Prabhudev & 
Bharati Pattanashetty; nephew to Priya & Asif Khan 
at Andheri, Mumbai.

Yamini (nee Chandavarkar) and Hrishikesh Bagde 
are happy to announce the birth of their son “Darsh” 
on 24th Aug 2014 at Mysore. Joyous grandparents 
Arundhati (nee Jeevan Haldipur) and Devdutt Bagde, 
Sugandha and (Late) Narayan Chandavarkar.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Akshatha Naimpally (nee Halady) & Rahul Naimpally 
along with parents (Shobha and Ananth Halady, 
Bangalore & Meera and Guruprasad Naimpally, 
Bangalore) thank all relatives and friends for their 
gracious presence and blessings on the occasion of 
their wedding on 18th August 2014 in Bangalore.

OBITUARY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
Our heartfelt thanks to all those who conveyed 
their condolences by way of personal visits/ phone 
calls/messages on the sudden and sad demise of  
Mrs Malini Harish Haldipur on 2nd aug 2014 at 
Bangalore. From Harish Haldipur, Rahul Haldipur,  
Kalambi, Karnad, Kadle, Mullerpattan family and 
nearest and dearest ones.

WANTED PG ACCOMMODATION
Wanted  PG accommodation for a Bhanap girl, 
student of Mumbai University preferably with an 
elderly couple in and around Santa Cruz, Vile Parle, 
Andheri, Talmakiwadi or other areas. Contact: 
Mumbai: 9769498456 or Bangalore: 09972700722

PHOTOGRAPHY 
32+ years experienced Function Photographer 
available (Video and Still Photography) coverage of 
Social / Corporate Functions at Competitive Rates. 
Tel no:- 022-28992235 and mobile no:-8097047644 
/ 9220490362

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Smt Pooja V Dhareshwar, T-4 Narayan Residency,
6th Cross Malmaddi, Dharwad 580007

Sri Mangesh L Heble, T-5 Narayan Residency,
6th Cross, Malmaddi, Dharwad 580007

DOMESTIC TIDINGS
BIRTHS

We welcome the following new arrivals:
Aug 24 : A son (Darsh) to Yamini (nee Chandavarkar) 

and Hrishikesh Bagde at Mysore.

MARRIAGE
We congratulate the young couple

Aug 29 : Sonia Arun Manjeshwar  with  Sean Michael  
McDaniel at Washington D.C., U.S.A.

OBITUARIES
We convey our deepest sympathy to the relatives

of the following:
Jul 21 : Shailaja (Baby) Gangadhar Hattangadi (nee 

Madiman) (73) at  Amladi, Karnataka.
Aug 20 : Sunanda Ganesh Padubidri (80) in 

Mangalore.
Aug 20 : Vasant Sadanand Bhatkal (Ex. Premier 

Automobile) (69) at Kurla, Mumbai.
Aug 22 : Tara Nagesh Arur (nee Nadkarni) (82) at 

Borivali, Mumbai.
Aug 23 : Kanchan (Meera) Koppikar (87) at Hubli.
Aug 28 : Narayan Raghuveer Ubhaya (N.R.Ubhaya) 

(75) at Kotekar, Mangalore.
Aug 30 : Saguna Manjunath Nadkarni (nee Trasy) 

(95) of Borivli at Pune.
Aug 30 : Sujata Ashok Mavinkurve (nee Mandakini 

Baindur) (59) at Kundapur.
Sept 2 : Kishore Dinkar Kowshik at Anandashram 

CHS, Mumbai.
Sept 4 : Vijay B.Bijur (79) in New Jersey, USA.
Sept 6 : Ganesh Rohidas Nalkur (59) at Thane.
Sept 6 : Ramakant Rao Bajekal (82) at Karkala.
Sept 7 : Umabai Madhav Rao Agrahar (nee Gulvady 

Bhat) of Mangalore / Chennai (99+)  at 
Malleshwaram, Bengaluru.

Sept 8 : Shivdas Gulvady at Mumbai.
Sept 10 : Vinaya Shivanand Basrur (nee Ansuya 

Kombrabail) (71) at Goregaon, Mumbai.
Sep 13 : Prakash Prabhakar Upponi at Andheri (W), 

Mumbai.
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